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Abstract of the Dissertation 

A Surface Science Study of Metal Oxides and Supported Nanoparticles for the Production 

of Clean Hydrogen 

by 

John C. Lofaro Jr. 

Doctor of Philosophy 

in 

Chemistry 

Stony Brook University 

2013 

 

The search for alternative fuels has increased over the past decade due to a growth in 

energy demand and the need to reduce carbon output.  Hydrogen has been seen as a potential 

replacement for fossil fuels, such as oil and coal.  A clean source of hydrogen and can be 

processed via the water gas (WGS) shift reaction (H2O + CO → CO2 + H2).  However, current 

industrial catalysts are comprised of a mixture of metal-oxides and supported nanoparticles that 

are often too complex to accurately elucidate reaction mechanisms.  Using well defined “model 

systems” in a controlled reaction environment provides a route to gain fundamental 

understanding of how these catalysts function.  Work presented here focuses on the study of 

model metal oxides and supported nanoparticles for the production of hydrogen. 

 Primarily the WGS reaction has been investigated on Au/TiO2 (110), Cu/TiO2 (110) and 

Cu/CeO2/YSZ (111) catalysts.  These particular systems have been shown to be active for H2 

generation under simulated industrial conditions, but little is known about their thermal reactivity 
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and stability.  It was found that the function of oxide surfaces was to adsorb and dissociate water, 

while the nanoparticles are the main source of CO adsorption above 300 K.  The role of the 

metal oxide support was studied using Cu/CeO2.  It is apparent a stronger metal-support 

interaction exists for ceria supported copper compared to titania supported copper and gold, 

evidenced by partial encapsulation of copper by ceria at elevated temperatures.  These 

characteristics may be crucial to improve functional understanding of the industrial catalysts. 

 Another method to produce clean hydrogen is to photocatalytically split water (2H2O → 

2H2 + O2).  A study of the electronic structure, using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), of 

several potential water splitting photocatalysts was undertaken.  A family of lanthanum titanate 

(LaTiO3.5) crystal surfaces was studied.  Understanding the electronic states of each system may 

lend insight into the nature of their activity.  The interaction of water on the surface of these 

materials was also studied.  Results show that water does not dissociatively adsorb on the 

surface, suggesting that H2O, not –OH is the active reactant for H2 generation.  Another 

promising water splitting photocatalyst, SrTiO3:Rh, was also studied using XPS and showed that 

the incorporation of Rh4+ ions into the lattice, and not Rh0 particle formation on the surface, was 

the driving force for increased visible light absorbance and photocatalytic activity.  This 

emphasizes the role catalyst preparation plays in both the performance and stability of a catalyst. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction  

 The search for alternative fuels has increased over the past decade due to the increase in 

energy demand and the need to reduce carbon output.  The world’s population has recently 

eclipsed 7 billion and continues to rise.  With this increase in population comes an increase in 

energy demand, especially from countries like China and India, which are currently going 

through an industrial revolution.  There has been an increase in the use and development of solar, 

wind, hydroelectric, and nuclear energy over the past decade to help offset this demand.  

Unfortunately, these energy sources account for only ~18% of the world’s power production, 

while more than 80% still comes from fossil fuels,1 which are both in finite supply and harmful 

to the environment.  There is theoretical potential2 for these energy sources to supply the world 

with more than the ~19000 TWh 3 it needs; however, these forms of energy production suffer 

from fundamental issues that cannot be controlled.  Solar, wind, and hydroelectric are all at the 

mercy of Mother Nature, thus making them at times unreliable.  If there is no sun, solar panels, 

both thermal and photovoltaic, will not work and without wind there is nothing to propel the 

turbines.  Additionally, there does not yet exist an efficient way to convert incident solar 

radiation into usable energy.4  Hydroelectric power output will vary greatly without consistent 

water flow, thus vast manmade reservoirs must be made to keep the supply consistent.    In the 

aftermath of the Fukushima reactor meltdown that resulted from the tsunami that struck Japan in 

2011, public perception of the dangers of nuclear reactors is heightened, causing resistance to the 

construction of new nuclear power plants.  Second is the issue of the spent nuclear waste which 

must be stored somewhere safe while it remains radioactive.5  However, the major barrier to 
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expanding the implementation of these energy sources is that fossil fuels are still economically 

favorable. 

Hydrogen has been eyed as a viable replacement for fossil fuels due to its ability to be 

used in various ways, including in fuel cells and direct combustion.5-8  It also has an energy 

density approximately three times greater than gasoline, based on their available chemical 

energy.  Unfortunately the current supply of hydrogen is derived mainly from steam reforming of 

hydrocarbons, which is a non-renewable source.  These hydrocarbons come from the world’s 

finite reserve of fossil fuels.  One source of these hydrocarbons is oil, which is not only used in 

the production of fuel (gasoline, diesel, etc.), but is the major source of plastics and other 

industrial materials.  These plastics have become a vital part of every day life, from housing 

water in convenient portable bottles to body panels on automobiles.  One model predicts that if 

we maintain our current oil usage we only have enough reserves to last ~200 years.9  Recent 

trends show that we are increasing our energy usage by ~2.4% per year and this increase has 

been steady for approximately the past decade.1  However, due to China and India’s ongoing 

industrial revolutions the depletion of  oil reserves may accelerate and could be exhausted within 

the next 50 years.9   

In addition to rapidly depleting the finite supply, our dependence on fossil fuels has led to 

an increase in atmospheric CO2.  This increase has led to a change in our planet’s climate; most 

notably, the Earth’s average temperature has risen 1.4 °F over the past century and may increase 

by as much as 11.5 °F over the next century.10  Though 1.4 °F is a small change in temperature, 

it has already had a large effect on our climate.  Recently the Midwest of the United States has 

experienced one of its worst droughts in recorded history, causing damage to crops which 

resulted in lower crop yields and in turn higher prices for the food that was produced.  This 
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increase in temperature not only results in severe droughts, but also can result in massive 

flooding, caused by an increase in the melting of mountain snow and/or dramatic changes in 

weather patterns.10
  Higher temperatures are not the only result of changing climate, as the 

number of extreme weather incidents has also increased dramatically.10  This is evidenced by 

Hurricanes Katrina, Irene, and most recently Sandy, which made landfall and devastated large 

sections of shoreline throughout the Tri-State area in 2012.  This increase in temperature has also 

melted more of the polar ice caps, raising sea levels and altering the delicate balance of our 

oceans.10  These weather related issues have caused billions of dollars in damage and have taken 

the lives of thousands. 

Though hydrogen has been viewed as a potential solution to our need for a new energy 

source, the system of production needs to be clean and efficient.  One promising system is the 

proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC); especially as a portable energy source to replace 

the internal combustion engine in cars.5, 11  The ideal energy source for these fuel cells is pure 

hydrogen.  Unfortunately the current source of hydrogen (steam reforming of hydrocarbons) 

contains a high percentage of CO as a byproduct.  Even low levels (ppm) of CO are known to 

poison noble metal catalysts commonly used in fuel cells.11  A new clean and sustainable source 

of hydrogen has to be found if we are to switch to a hydrogen based economy.  The water-gas 

shift (WGS) reaction (CO + H2O ↔ H2 + CO2) can be used as a standalone source of hydrogen 

or in conjunction with steam reforming to increase overall H2 production while removing CO, 

resulting in a clean, useable source of hydrogen.12-16  Besides producing usable H2, the WGS 

reaction also produces CO2, which is a known greenhouse gas and contributor to global 

warming.  However, there are current efforts to capture and store or use manmade CO2.  
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Many industrial processes rely on the presence of heterogeneous catalysts, which lower 

the activation barrier for a reaction while remaining unchanged. These systems are usually highly 

complex, consisting of multiple components interacting in multiple ways and can be extremely 

difficult to characterize.  The lack of mechanistic information hinders our ability to improve the 

catalysts’ efficiency, which would lead to higher purity products, produced at a lower cost. 

Fundamental studies of model systems allow for insight into how these complex systems work 

and can lead to strategies to improve the industrial catalyst.  

The main focus of this dissertation is understanding how catalysts used to produce clean 

hydrogen via the Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction work. Here, model systems consisting of a 

TiO2 (110) single crystal with and without Au and Cu nanoparticles and CeO2 thin films with 

and without Cu nanoparticles are studied under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions to elucidate 

the reactivity and stability of these systems.  A second potential source for clean hydrogen is the 

photocatalytic splitting of water. Novel materials (several lanthanum titanates and SrTiO3:Rh) 

were investigated due to their unique properties, namely, band gap transitions that are accessible 

via visible light. 

The current industrial WGS catalyst is comprised of Cu particles supported on a mixed 

Zn and Al oxide support, which operates in a temperature range of 450 – 575 K.  Though this 

system is effective, it must undergo a long activation process and is pyrophoric.13-15  If the WGS 

reaction is to be used as the source of hydrogen for fuel cells, a more efficient and safe catalyst 

needs to be found. Titania (TiO2) and ceria (CeO2) based catalysts have shown to be promising 

candidates for efficient low temperature WGS systems.14, 17-28  Both supports are stable in the 

temperature range at which the reaction is known to take place and both oxides contain cations 

that have the ability to switch between 4+ and 3+ oxidation states.29-31  This change in oxidation 
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state allows for the surface to have a role in the reduction and oxidation of water.  Though these 

systems have been studied under high pressure,13-17, 20-23, 25-27, 31-35 in order to simulate industrial 

conditions,  minimal focus has been given to fundamental surface science experiments.  These 

fundamental studies are necessary to elucidate the roles of these oxides and their supported 

particles, i.e. where and how the reactants bind. 

Titania and titania supported nanoparticles have been used for numerous thermal17, 27, 28, 

30, 36-38 and photochemical39 reactions as well as applications like sunscreens40 and self-cleaning 

clothes.41  However, bare TiO2 is not active for the oxidation of CO to CO2, an important part of 

the WGS reaction.29, 42  The addition of Au nanoparticles has been shown to increase the rate of 

CO oxidation.43  The authors found that the activity was not directly correlated to the change in 

CO binding, but rather gold’s increased ability to bind oxygen compared to that of the support.  

Furthermore, the total evolved CO2 can be accounted for based on oxygen bound only to the Au 

nanoparticles.  TiO2 supported Au nanoparticles were also found to be active for the WGS 

reaction.  Haruta and co-workers showed that Au nanoparticles supported on P-25 titania (a 

mixture of rutile and anatase phases) had a turn over frequency for CO oxidation, as a result of 

the WGS reaction, that was more than four times greater than that of commercial 

Cu/ZnO/Al2O3.
28  It was also shown that reactivity increases with increased loading of Au up to 

investigated maximum loading of 10 %.  In Chapter 3 of this dissertation the reactivity of TiO2 

supported Au and Cu nanoparticles is investigated as it pertains to the WGS reaction   

Chen et. al. have found that Cu deposited on P-25 TiO2 was active for CO oxidation.44  It 

was found that the activity was nearly consistent for the different Cu loadings investigate (3.7 – 

10.3 wt%) and was attributed to the similar particle size for each loading.  However, the 

calcination temperature played a considerable role in the rate of CO2 production with ~2 times 
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greater generation as calcination temperature increased from 413 to 473 K.  The authors also 

conducted FTIR studies and found that Cu2+ was reduced at 437 K and is likely the driving force 

for the increased activity.  Titania supported copper, like Au/TiO2, has shown high activity for 

the WGS reaction.  Rodriguez and co-workers showed that Cu/TiO2 produced more hydrogen 

than pure Cu and Cu supported on various other metal oxides.14  They also used DFT 

calculations to show that the WGS reaction has a lower activation energy on a Cu29 nanoparticle 

when compared to a Cu (100) surface, providing further evidence for the increased reactivity of 

Cu nanoparticles. 

  The support that a nanoparticle is dispersed on can have a dramatic effect on its stability 

and reactivity.14, 27, 38, 45-47  The experiments in Chapter 4 will focus on how changing from TiO2 

to CeO2 affects the reactivity and stability of Cu nanoparticles as a model catalyst for the WGS 

reaction.  Ceria’s (CeO2) ability to easily undergo changes in oxidation state between Ce4+ and 

Ce3+, which allows it to readily accept and donate oxygen atoms,31 makes it a promising oxide 

support replacement for the industrial WGS catalyst (Cu/ZnO/Al2O3).
13, 15  Chen and co-workers 

have shown that Cu deposited on SiO2 has high activity for the WGS reaction with the entire 

reaction taking place on the Cu nanoparticles or at the metal-oxide interface, with no activity 

occurring on the bare SiO2 support.13  Previous work has shown Cu/CeO2 to have superior WGS 

performance when compared to Cu/ZnO, Au/ZnO, single crystal Au, and single crystal Cu 

systems.21  Its hydrogen production was also on par with that of Au/CeO2, and Cu/MnO2 

systems.14, 21  It was found that the dissociation of water took place predominately on the CeO2 

surface while CO oxidation occurred on the nanoparticle or particle/substrate interface.  This 

demonstrates that an oxide can be more than a support to disperse the nanoparticles and may play 

a vital role in the reaction. 
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Along with the WGS reaction, the photochemical splitting of water can produce a clean 

source of hydrogen from an abundant and renewable source.  Ever since Fujishima and Honda 

found that TiO2 was an effective photocatalyst,48 the past 40 years has been filled with many 

efforts to design an optimal photocatalytic material.39, 49, 50  There have been a wide range of 

materials studied for the photochemical production of hydrogen; with various oxides51, 52 (doped 

and undoped), oxynitrides,53, 54 and oxysulfides55 found to be most promising.  In chapter 5, the 

role of preparation in SrTiO3:Rh particle synthesis is investigated as it pertains to photochemical 

hydrogen evolution.  SrTiO3 by itself is an active photocatalyst but only under UV irradiation, 

due to it wide band gap of ~3.2 eV.56  Konata and co-workers found that doping SrTiO3 with Rh 

produced a visible light active photocatalyst that had a measurable H2 production rate, under 

their reaction conditions, that was at least twice as high as the next best dopant.57  The authors 

attributed this increase to the presence of Rh3+ and Rh4+ or Rh5+ species.  However, experiments 

to determine the presence of these species were not performed.  The introduction of Rh into the 

lattice produces states within the SrTiO3 band gap that allow for multiphoton excitation across 

the band gap, allowing visible light energy to be used to generate electron-hole pairs.  XPS has 

the ability to identify the oxidation states of the Rh and to confirm their incorporation into the 

lattice or on the surface as particles, which will be discussed in the final chapter of this 

dissertation.  

Finally, in Chapter 6, a series of La containing titanates will be investigated for their 

composition and interaction with water.  He and co-workers have found that a lanthanum and 

iodine co-doped TiO2 show high catalytic activity under visible light for the degradation of 

oxalic acid (model pollutant).51  The authors determined that the incorporation of iodine into the 

lattice shifted the catalyst’s adsorption edge from the ultraviolet into the visible region of the 
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solar spectrum, while the La2O3 that formed on the surface slowed the recombination of electron-

hole pairs.  La2Ti2O7 loaded with Ni has been found to have a dramatically higher H2 evolution 

rate when compared to Pt/TiO2 and other perovskite samples.58, 59  This increase in activity was 

attributed to the longer electron hole pair lifetime and the charge transfer that existed between 

the oxide and metal co-catalyst. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Experimental Section 

 This chapter will discuss the vacuum instrumentation used for the experiments carried out 

in this dissertation.  Section 2.1 will describe the overall design and layout of the UHV chamber 

and substrates used. Section 2.2 will discuss the individual techniques that were used for the 

preparation and analysis of the various systems studied. 

2.1 Layout and Substrates 

2.1.1 UHV Chamber 

 Experiments were conducted in an UHV chamber (Fig. 2.1) with a base pressure less than 

8 x 10-10 Torr.  The chamber is pumped by a 600 L/s turbomolecular pump (Oerlikon Leybold). 

A residual gas analyzer (SRS 200) is used to monitor the composition of the background gases.  

The lower level of the chamber was outfitted with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Extrel), a 

direct doser, a quartz microbalance (Inficon XTM/2), and a homemade thermal evaporator.  The 

upper level of the chamber is equipped with various spectroscopic instruments including an 

Auger electron spectroscopy system (PHI Electronics, 10-155A), an Al/Mg dual anode x-ray 

source (PSP Vacuum Technology, TX400/2), an ion gun used for ion scattering spectroscopy 

(Thermo Scientific), and a 100 mm hemispherical energy analyzer (Oxford Applied Research, 

VSW 100).  The chamber also contains a sputter gun (LK Technologies), which produces Ar+ 

ion beams to clean the surface by sputtering away any contaminants.   An XYZ manipulator 

(MDC Vacuum) and differentially pumped rotation stage (McAllister Technical) allows for 

access to all levels of the chamber. 
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2.1.2 Substrates 

 Experiments were conducted on TiO2 (110), CeO2/YSZ (111), La2Ti2O7, La5Ti5O17, 

nitrided La2Ti2O7 surfaces, and SrTiO3:Rh powders pressed on Al plates.  All substrates were 

mounted on a Ta backing plate (0.060” thick) with a piece of 0.010” thick gold foil between and 

held in place with Mo clips (0.010” thick) screwed into the plate.  The plate was mounted to a 

thermocouple/power feedthrough (Ceram Tec North America) via two Ta wires (1 mm).  This 

arrangement allowed for the sample to be resistively heated and LN2 cooled.  Crystal 

temperature, which ranged from 110 K – 900 K, was measured using a type K thermocouple held 

in place on the face of the crystal by one of the molybdenum clips, except for the TiO2 crystal, 

for which the thermocouple was inserted into a 0.020” diameter hole drilled in one edge and held 

in place with high temperature cement (Omegabond 600, Omega).  A schematic of this set-up is 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

 The TiO2 crystal (Crystek) was initially subjected to several cycles of high energy, (3 

keV) high temperature (800 K) Ar+ sputtering followed by annealing at 850 K in vacuum.  This 

process removes the bulk impurities, typically potassium and calcium, which can be tracked by 

AES.  The crystal was not deemed clean until impurities were below detectable limits and a 

clean (1x1) LEED pattern was obtained, which signified long range order.  This procedure also 

induced a change in the crystal color from colorless to light blue.  This color change was due to 

the creation of bulk defects (oxygen vacancies).  These defects make the sample conductive 

enough for electron/ion spectroscopy with minimal charging.  The surface underwent a daily 

regimen of low energy sputtering (0.5 KeV for 10 mins) and high temperature annealing (850 K 

for 30 mins) to ensure surface cleanliness.  Annealing in a background of O2 (2.0 x10-6 Torr) 

resulted in an oxidized surface while annealing in vacuum resulting in a reduced surface (TiO2-x).  
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In cases where metal nanoparticles were deposited, several cycles of sputtering and annealing 

were needed to provide a clean surface.  Daily AES spectra were taken to insure surface 

cleanliness.   

 Ceria films (200 nm) were commercially (Spectrum Thin Films) grown on YSZ (111) 

single crystals (MTI Corporation) in a manner similar to previously established methods.60-62    

Briefly, Ce was vapor deposited in an atmosphere of O2 (~3.0 x 10-7 Torr), while the crystal was 

maintained at a temperature of 750 – 800 K.  There was no sign of yttrium or zirconium from the 

underlying support during initial testing by AES or XPS, indicating the substrate was completely 

covered by the CeO2 film.  To minimize film loss the surface was cleaned via high temperature 

(850 K) O2 (2.0 x 10-6 Torr) annealing treatments unless nanoparticles were deposited, the 

removal of which necessitated the use of several cycles of Ar+ sputtering.  Once Zr became 

visible, via AES after numerous sputtering cycles, the crystal was removed and recoated.  The 

film thickness (200 nm) allowed for several experiments where nanoparticles were deposited 

before the crystal had to be removed. 

 The various La titanates were created in collaboration with Dr. Limin Wang, Dr. Polina 

Burmistrova, and Prof. Peter Khalifah (Stony Brook University).  Their preparation will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  Briefly the La2Ti2O7 and La5Ti5O17 samples were prepared via 

the floating zone technique.  The resultant crystals were then cleaved for use.  The nitrided 

sample was prepared by flowing NH3 over a cleaved La2Ti2O7 crystal at high temperature.  The 

crystals were mounted in the same manner as the CeO2/YSZ (111) samples.   

 Rhodium doped SrTiO3 powders were produced by three different methods as part of 

collaboration with Peichuan Shen and Dr. Alexander Orlov (Stony Brook University).  Novel 

applications of the polymerized complex (PC) method and the hydrothermal method and the 
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more standard solid state reaction (SSR) method were used to produce samples.  These 

procedures will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 6.  Approximately 40 mg of the powder 

samples were placed between two Al plates (10 x 10 x 1mm) and compressed under ~2000 psi, 

one half of the loaded Al plate is shown in Figure 2.3.  The plates were then separated and one 

plate is mounted in the sample holder shown in Figure 2.2. 

2.2 Techniques 

2.2.1 Nanoparticle Deposition 

 Nanoparticles of Au and Cu were deposited on a TiO2 (110) single crystal and CeO2 thin 

films grown on YSZ (111) using a homemade thermal evaporator.  The evaporator consisted of a 

two pin medium voltage electrical feedthrough (Insulator Seal) and a DC power supply (Lambda 

Physics).  The filament was composed of 0.015” thick tungsten wire (ESPI) wrapped with 0.005” 

thick gold or copper wire (ESPI).  Evaporation was achieved by passing current through the 

metal wrapped tungsten filament, which produces enough heat to melt the Au or Cu wire and 

ultimately evaporate it.  The evaporator was housed within a metal shroud with a 10 mm 

aperture, which could be blocked with a flag to accurately control exposure.  The evaporating 

metal was contained within the shroud, which limited exposure of the chamber and instruments 

to unnecessary contamination, and aided in maintaining melting temperature by confining radiant 

heat.  The deposition rate was monitored daily using a quartz microbalance which was accurate 

to a tenth of an Ångstrom.  The average deposition rate was ~0.5 Å/min, resulting in total 

deposition times ranging from 1 to 20 minutes.  The Au coverage in monolayers (ML) was 

estimated based on the thickness of one atomic layer of Au equaling ~2.4 Å.63 Similarly, Cu 

coverage in ML was estimated by assuming that if Cu were to wet the surface a monolayer 

would occur at a film thickness of ~2 Å.64  Copper coverages were later verified by XPS.  Runs 
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of identical coverage were verified using metal/substrate ratios from either the AES or XPS 

spectra. 

2.2.2 Temperature Programmed Desorption 

  Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is an important surface science 

technique used to ascertain information about the adsorption/desorption processes of molecules 

bound to a surface.  A species’ molecular coverage, desorption energy (which is essentially equal 

to binding energy), and reaction order can all be determined from the resulting spectrum.  In 

these experiments, TPD was conducted under UHV conditions with molecules being adsorbed at 

cryogenic temperatures (~110 K).  By linearly heating a surface and monitoring the resulting 

desorbed molecules, a plot of signal intensity versus temperature can be produced.  A molecule’s 

desorption energy is related to its peak temperature and can be calculated using the Redhead 

analysis: 
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Where R is the ideal gas constant (1.9858775 x 10-3 kcal / mol·K), Tmax is the temperature at the 

maximum of the peak in the TPD spectrum, β is the heating rate (1.5 K/s in these experiments), 

and ν1 is the pre-exponential factor (assumed to be 1013 s-1).  The second natural log term in 

equation 2.1 can be estimated as 3.64.  Though this equation is only for first order reactions, the 

logarithmic nature of the pre-exponential factor (ν1), allows this equation be used for non-first 

order desorption processes and still provide useful desorption energies.65 

 TPD spectra were obtained by manipulating the crystal to the lower level where 

molecules of interest were introduced via a direct doser with a 5 micron aperture separating the 

gas reservoir from the dosing tube.  Pressures indicated are those of the backing pressure 
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recorded before the aperture and measured using a capacitance manometer (MKS Instruments).  

In some cases, gases were backfilled into the chamber through a leak valve (Varian) and 

pressures were monitored on the chamber’s ion gauge (Granville-Phillips).  Prior to dosing, the 

crystal was cooled with LN2 to ~110K to facilitate adsorption of the molecules of interest.  Once 

the desired coverage was achieved, the crystal was rotated to face the quadrupole mass 

spectrometer (QMS) and a bias voltage of -75 V was applied to the crystal to prevent any 

electron mediated reactions that may occur due to the 70 V that can escape from the ionizer of 

the mass spectrometer.  The QMS was set to monitor the species of interest as the temperature 

was linearly ramped via a computer controlled interface, schematically represented in Figure 2.4. 

 To simulate “high pressure,” a pulsed valve setup was used to deliver a mixture of 13CO 

and D2O by bubbling carbon monoxide through a sample of D2O.  A backing pressure of 40 Torr 

(~1:1 mixture) was used with a pulse rate of 10 Hz, and pulse width of 700 µs.  This set up 

allowed for the surface to experience a pressure of ~1 x 10-4 Torr while maintaining a chamber 

pressure below 1 x 10-7 Torr.  

2.2.3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy 

 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a surface sensitive core level spectroscopic 

technique used to identify and monitor elemental species.  An incident high energy electron (1.5 

– 3 keV) is used to eject a core level electron.  The resulting core hole is filled by an electron in a 

higher lying state and the energy created by this relaxation is either emitted as x-ray florescence 

or the ejection of an additional high lying electron, the Auger electron (Figure 2.5).  The kinetic 

energy of the Auger electron is element specific, and in this experiment is collected by a 

cylindrical mirror analyzer that is housed as part of the electron gun. 
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 Though it is not possible to accurately determine the exact species concentration on the 

surface, it is possible to calculate relative concentrations (Ca) of all present species.  This is 

accomplished by comparing the AES signal intensity (Ix) and instrument sensitivity factor (Sx) 

for each element present by following the equation 2.2.  Sensitivity factors for each element 

investigated were taken from the Phi Handbook of Auger Electron Spectroscopy.66  A 

comprehensive list of sensitivity factors pertaining to this dissertation can be found in Table 2.1. 
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2.2.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a core level technique that is based on 

Einstein’s photoelectric effect, which states that a solid will emit electrons when hit with light 

(photon).  If an incident photon’s energy (hν) is greater than or equal to the binding energy (BE) 

of an electron, that electron can be ejected from the surface and detected by a hemispherical 

analyzer (Figure 2.6).  The measurable Kinetic Energy (KE) is equal to the difference of hν and 

BE.  The relative concentration of a species is related to the photoemission peak area and its 

atomic sensitivity factor.  Equation 2.2 can be used to calculate the relative concentration (Ca) of 

a species by substituting peak area for signal intensity and using the appropriate XPS atomic 

sensitivity factor. 

 XPS also has the capability of determining the oxidation state of a material as the BE of 

core electrons is affected by changes in charge due to chemical or structural changes.65  

Unfortunately, due to the resolution of the analyzer (11.4 mV, VSW 100) combined with the 

natural line width of the x-ray source (~1 eV, TX 400/2), peaks with small differences in binding 
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energy may not be fully resolved.  In order to elucidate the different species that may be 

contained within the peak or exist as shoulders of the main peak, the spectrum can be fit using a 

non-linear least squares method.  Fitting of the data presented herein was performed using 

Presents software (Oxford Applied Research).  A Shirley background was applied to remove the 

signal caused by inelastically scattered electrons emerging from the bulk of the sample.65  The 

resulting data was then fit with Gaussian-Lorentzian shapes to represent the peak shape, area, 

and intensity of the individual components within the overall spectrum.  There are several factors 

that can be manipulated (i.e. peak position, height, FWHM, and splitting) during fitting and if 

care is not taken can produce features that are not real.  Therefore, is important to have a general 

understanding of the surface composition prior to fitting. 

 Experiments described in this dissertation use un-monochromatized x-ray source (PSP 

Vacuum Technology, TX400/2) producing Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation.  The source is mounted 

on a linear drive to avoid interference with other instruments in the chamber.  The sample is 

positioned normal to the analyzer at a distance of ~4 cm with the analyzer at an angle of 43° to 

the surface.  The emitted electrons were detected using a 100 mm hemispherical analyzer 

(Oxford Applied Research, VSW 100).  All data acquisition was computer controlled by the 

Spectra software (Oxford Applied Research).  Specific parameters will be discussed in the 

appropriate sections later in this dissertation.  

2.2.5 Ion Scattering Spectroscopy 

 Ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) is a surface sensitive technique used to characterize the 

species present in the top one or two atomic layers. This is the main advantage that ISS has over 

the previously discussed spectroscopic techniques which both probe several layers deep.  ISS is a 

relatively simple technique that relies on the principles of a two body elastic collision and the 
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conservation of energy and momentum.  An incident ion strikes the surface with a known energy 

and then scatters back with a loss of energy depending on the mass of the surface atom at which 

the collision took place.  The resulting scattered ion is then collected with a hemispherical 

analyzer and a spectrum of intensity versus kinetic energy is obtained.   The energy of a surface 

atom (E1) can be calculated by the following equation: 
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where E0 is the energy of the incident ion, A is the mass of the surface atom divided by the mass 

of the incident ion, and θ is the scattered angle measured from the direction of the ion beam.  

Due to the high energy ions that are used, some of the incident ions will not only be scattered to 

the detector but will cause some atoms on the surface to be sputtered away and removed from the 

surface.  Experiment specific details will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.1:  Schematic of (a) upper level and (b) lower level of the UHV chamber. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the substrate holder.  The Ta wires were attached to copper blocks that 

are coupled to the vacuum feedthrough.  The setup allowed for the substrates to be LN2 cooled 

and resistively heated.  Not shown is the 0.010” thick Au foil that is placed between the substrate 

and Mo plate to improve thermal contact. 
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Figure 2.3:  Photograph of SrTiO3: Rh (1 mol%) powder pressed onto Al plate 
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Figure 2.4:  Schematic of the TPD set up.  Typical ionizer emission is 0.2 mA with an electron 

beam energy of 70 eV.  Typical multiplier value is 2500 V. 
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Figure 2.5:  Schematic of the Auger process.  
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Figure 2.6:  Schematic of the photoelectron process as it pertains to XPS. 
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Element AES Transition 
(KE) 

AES Sensitivity 
Factor66 

XPS Sensitivity 
Factor67 

Cu LMM (920 eV) 0.9688 4.3 (2p3/2) 

Au NVV (71 eV) 2.3433 N/A 

Ce NOO (87 eV) 1.6425 12.5 (3d) 

Ti LMM (390 eV) 1.2155 1.1 (2p3/2) 

O KLL (510 eV) 1.2571 0.63 (1s) 

La NOO (83 eV) 1.4501 6.7 (3d5/2) 

N N/A N/A 0.38 (1s) 

Rh N/A N/A 1.75 (3d5/2) 

Sr N/A N/A 1.05 (3d) 

N/A = Not Applicable for this dissertation 

Table 2.1:  Summary of AES transitions, AES sensitivity factors, and XPS sensitivity factors for 

all elements investigated throughout this dissertation. 
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Chapter 3 

3. A Surface Science Study of TiO2 Supported Au and Cu 

Nanoparticles 

3.1 Introduction 

 Since Honda and Fujishima discovered the ability of titania to photocatalytically split 

water48, it has been used in everything from heterogeneous catalysis36 and solar cells30 to self-

cleaning fabrics41 and sunscreen.40 TiO2 has been extensively studied both under controlled 

environments (UHV) and under high pressure to understand its physical and chemical properties.  

Despite all of these efforts, questions still exist as to what allows this material to perform under 

various conditions.  A recent review highlights the numerous studies that have been carried out 

on TiO2 systems and their efforts to understand even the basic interactions of oxygen on the 

surface.39  

 TiO2 has been found to be catalytically active without the addition of a dopant or metal 

particles.  Kim and Barteau have shown that ethanol, n-propanol, and isopropanol adsorb 

associatively and dissociatively on the Ar+ sputtered TiO2 (001) surface.  The dissociated species 

desorbed from the surface either recombined to form the parent alcohol or partially decomposed 

to olefins and aldehydes.68  The TiO2 (110) surface has also been shown to partially photo-

oxidize CH3Cl to H2CO, CO, HCl, and H2O in the presence of a limited amount of O2.  On the 

other hand, P-25 powder can fully oxidize CH3Cl to CO2, HCl, and H2O in an excess of oxygen.  

Neither sample was able to photo-oxidize methyl chloride without the initial creation of oxygen 

vacancies, created by annealing at high temperatures (800 – 900 K).69  Diebold and co-workers 

have shown that the different phases of titania (rutile and anatase) react with simple probe 
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molecules, such as water, differently.70  The authors found that an anatase surface cannot form 

the oxygen vacancies that are known to dissociate water, which gives rise to a high temperature 

recombination peak, observed via TPD, on the rutile surface.70-72
  This is just a small sample of 

the thousands of papers involving the use of TiO2 as a catalyst.  However, they represent 

differences in adsorbate interactions, which highlight the complex nature of TiO2 and the need 

for further studies of its interaction even with the simplest molecules.  

 The addition of metal particles has been shown to enhance titania’s catalytic activity and 

selectivity.17, 26, 73  Of particular interest in this work is the addition of Au and Cu nanoparticles, 

which have shown enhanced performance for the WGS reaction.  Shekhar and co-workers 

showed that gold particles supported on rutile TiO2 powder had a 20 fold increase in the 

production of H2 under a flow of a standard WGS mixture (CO, H2O, CO2, H2, and Ar) 

compared to Au/Al2O3.
35  It was found that there was a direct correlation between Au particle 

size and rate of H2 production for both oxide surfaces.  The highest rate was associated with the 

smallest particles and a decrease in H2 production rate of more than an order of magnitude was 

seen as particle sizes increased from ~1 to 7 nm.  This trend was attributed to a decrease in the 

number of coordinatively unsaturated edge and perimeter sites, which FTIR showed were 

predominately metallic Au.35  These metallic gold corner sites were also seen by Williams and 

co-workers, using TEM and a similar reaction rate study as described above.74 

 Rodriguez and co-workers have also shown that the Au nanoparticles supported on a 

rutile TiO2 (110) single crystal are highly active for the WGS reaction.27  This system has a 

lower activation energy for the WGS reaction than Au/ZnO, Cu/ZnO, Cu (100), and Cu (111).  

This lower activation energy was directly correlated to better H2 production.  The only system 

studied that had a lower activation energy was that of Cu nanoparticles supported on a TiO2 
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(110) single crystal.  The authors found a decrease of ~2 kcal/mol for this Cu/TiO2 system 

compared to the Au/TiO2 system and ascribed this change to a stronger Cu – titania interaction 

that results in smaller average particle size.14, 27  As with Au nanoparticles, this smaller Cu 

particle size has been found both experimentally and theoretically to have an increased number 

of under coordinated, mainly metallic, sites.36, 75 

 In this chapter, TiO2 (110), Au/TiO2 (110) and Cu/TiO2 (110) systems were investigated 

for their interaction with water and carbon monoxide and stability as a model catalyst for the 

WGS reaction.  Studying these systems under UHV conditions helps to determine how the 

nanoparticles and oxides interact with each other and how the probe molecules (D2O and 13CO) 

react with the systems as a whole, in a clean and controllable environment.  D2O was found to 

bind predominately to the oxide and only dissociate on a surface that contained oxygen 

vacancies.  On the other hand, 13CO binds mainly to the metal nanoparticles deposited on the 

surface to temperatures up to ~300 K.  Heating the nanoparticle containing systems resulted in a 

reduction of 13CO adsorption.   

3.2 Experimental 

 The experiments in this section were conducted in the UHV chamber on a TiO2 single 

crystal detailed in section 2.1 using TPD and AES as detailed in section 2.2 of this dissertation.  

Briefly, Au and Cu nanoparticles were deposited on a rutile TiO2 (110) single crystal, which was 

cleaned daily via sputtering and annealing in an oxygen atmosphere, using a homemade thermal 

evaporator.  These systems were then dosed with D2O and/or 13CO, at ~110 K, and studied using 

temperature programmed desorption to investigate their thermal stability and interaction with 

D2O and 13CO.  Isotopically labeled 13CO (m/e = 29; Cambridge Isotopes) and D2O (m/e = 20; 

Sigma Aldrich) were used to avoid interference from background CO (m/e = 28) and H2O (m/e = 
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18) in the vacuum chamber.  The 13CO was used as purchased, while the D2O was subjected to 

three freeze-thaw cycles to remove any dissolved gases.  Both the oxidized and reduced surfaces 

of TiO2 were investigated.  The reduced surface was created by annealing the crystal at 850 K in 

vacuum for 10 minutes.76  

 Auger electron spectroscopy was also employed to monitor crystal cleanliness and 

determine metal to oxide ratios after deposition.  The experiments were carried out with an 

incident energy of 3.0 keV which excited the Au (NVV, 71 eV), Ti (LMM, 390 eV), O (KLL, 

510 eV), and Cu (LMM, 920 eV) Auger transitions.77, 78  The surface concentrations of Au, Ti, 

O, and Cu atoms were determined using the Auger signal intensities corrected for their relative 

sensitivity factors(Table 2.1) as per equation 2.2.66 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 D2O TPD from TiO 2, TiO2-x Au/TiO 2-x, and Cu/TiO2-x 

 Figure 3.1 shows the desorption of D2O, mass 20, from a fully oxidized TiO2 (110) single 

crystal as a function of exposure time.  This surface produces three distinct features centered at 

155 K, 175 K, and 270 K.  The initial low coverage dose (0.1 Torr, 2 mins) produced a peak 

centered at 285 K.  This peak grew in intensity and shifted to 270 K as the dose was increased 

and saturated at a dose of ~0.4 Torr for 2 mins.  Though this peak seems to gain in intensity with 

a further increase in exposure, this is due to spillover from the two lower temperature peaks.  

This peak is thus assigned to molecularly chemisorbed water.  A new feature appears at a dose of 

0.2 Torr at 175 K and follows the same behavior as the peak centered at 270 K and is assigned to 

the presence of a second layer of water.  Finally, a new feature appears at a dose of 0.3 Torr, is 

centered at 155 K, which increases with exposure and never saturates. This peak has been 
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assigned to desorption of multilayer water.  These features and assignments are in agreement 

with those previously published.71, 72, 79, 80 

 The reduced TiO2 (110) surface, produced by annealing in vacuum, displayed a spectrum 

that was similar to that described above for the fully oxidized surface.  The two main differences 

were the overall reduction in adsorbed water and, more notably, was the presence of a new 

feature at 480 K (Figure 3.2).  This peak has been assigned to the recombination of dissociatively 

adsorbed water at oxygen vacancies.71, 79  Using the area of this peak and comparing it to that of 

the saturated chemisorbed peak (270 K) one can determine the percentage of oxygen vacancies 

present on the surface.  The surface used in these experiments showed a concentration of ~3% 

oxygen vacancies.  The highest reported concentration is ~7-10%, which was achieved by further 

bulk reduction of the crystal using high temperature sputtering and annealing cycles.79  No 

attempt was made to increase the number of oxygen vacancies because the crystal was 

sufficiently conductive to allow for electron spectroscopy experiments. 

 Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of the D2O TPD spectra between bare reduced TiO2-x, 

~0.5 ML Au/TiO2-x, and ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x.  The addition of Au and Cu nanoparticles greatly 

reduces the overall adsorption of water, especially molecular chemisorbed water (peak at ~270 

K).  This change in total water adsorption is due to the metals’ inability to adsorb water81-83 as 

well as the overall blocking of water adsorption sites on the oxide surface.   The recombination 

peak seen on the reduced surface (Figure 3.2) is completely absent with the addition of the metal 

nanoparticles (not shown).  This is attributed to gold and copper’s preference to bind at oxygen 

vacancies, thus blocking its ability to dissociate water.84-87 
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3.3.2 CO TPD from TiO2, TiO2-x, Au/TiO 2-x, and Cu/TiO2-x 

 The adsorption of CO was also investigated on these systems.  Figure 3.4 shows the TPD 

spectra of 13CO, mass 29, on fully oxidized and reduced TiO2.  Unlike water, oxidized TiO2 only 

binds CO at a single site at a very low temperature (140 K).  Annealing the surface to induce 

oxygen vacancies produces a shoulder that extends to ~300 K.  These features have been seen 

previously.42  In that work, the presence of the new feature on the reduced surface was attributed 

to the increased interaction of the oxygen atom of CO with the oxygen vacancy on the surface.  

The interaction however, is not strong enough to induce dissociation of the CO molecule or O 

atom exchange with the surface.42 

 Unlike water, the addition of Au and Cu nanoparticles greatly enhances the system’s 

ability to adsorb CO.  Figure 3.5 shows 13CO desorption spectra for (a) ~0.5 ML Au/TiO2-x and 

(b) ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x.  The addition of Au produces a feature centered at 195 K and extends to 

just below 300 K.  This peak grows and shifts to 180 K with increasing exposure.  This shift is 

due to an increase in the repulsive forces that occur as more molecules of CO are adsorbed on the 

surface.  This new feature is attributed to the presence of gold on the surface, which is consistent 

with previous work that found CO desorbs from the Au/TiOx/Pt (111) system at ~ 200 K.88  This 

is in stark contrast to the weak interaction CO has on bulk gold surfaces.89-91  This increased 

binding energy of nano-gold has made it a highly studied CO oxidation catalyst,92-94  which is 

one of the key features that make Au/TiO2 a promising WGS catalyst.   

 Carbon monoxide desorption from ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x (Figure 3.5b) displayed similar 

characteristics to 13CO desorption from Au/TiO2-x.  At a dose of 0.025 Torr for 30 seconds there 

are two distinct peaks in the TPD spectrum.  There is a peak at 185 K that grows with increasing 

exposure and saturates at a dose of 0.2 Torr for 30 seconds.  There is a second smaller feature 
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centered at 260 K and saturates at a dose of 0.05 Torr for 30 seconds. Though this peak seems to 

gain intensity with a further increase in dose, this is due to intensity spillover from the peak 

centered at 185 K and this increase is not significant.  These peaks have been assigned to CO 

desorbing from Cu nanoparticles and/or the particle-substrate interface.  This is consistent with 

CO desorption (~200 K) for Cu (111) and (110) surfaces.95, 96  A new low temperature peak 

begins to grow in (first as a shoulder to the 185 K peak) at a dose of 0.1 Torr for 30 seconds.  

This peak is similar to that seen in the Au/TiO2 system and the bare TiO2 surface and is assigned 

to the weak interaction of CO on TiO2. 

 The thermal stability of the deposited metal nanoparticles was studied by monitoring 

changes in their CO desorption profiles.  Figure 3.6 shows the effect that annealing temperature 

has on (a) Au/TiO2 and (b) Cu/TiO2 systems.  Spectra were obtained sequentially by increasing 

the final temperature of each preceding TPD scan.   Both systems show a decrease in signal from 

the high temperature feature (assigned to CO on the metal nanoparticles) and a corresponding 

appearance and growth of a feature centered at 140 K (assigned to TiO2) as the annealing 

temperature increases.  Though it appears that the Au and Cu nanoparticles are undergoing the 

same change, AES (figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively) studies show that each system behaves 

differently with increasing temperature.  Figure 3.7 shows minor changes in the overall 

differentiated AES spectra of the as deposited and 700 K flash annealed Au/TiO2-x sample.  In 

fact the Au/Ti ratios that were calculated were nearly identical.  This result is consistent with Au 

particles undergoing agglomeration to form larger 2D particles. This leaves the relative amount 

of exposed Ti the same before and after annealing but increases the particle size, thus reducing 

the number of exposed under coordinated Au atoms.  If the particles were undergoing 3D particle 

formation then the number of exposed Ti atoms would increase thus reducing the Au/Ti ratio, 
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which is not seen.  This process has been seen previously via XPS, STM, and ISS, which have all 

shown that Au particles on TiO2 undergo Oswald ripening (small particles get smaller and large 

particles get bigger).84, 97-101  On the other hand, Cu nanoparticles exhibit a change in AES ratios 

as they are flash annealed to higher temperatures. As seen in Figure 3.8 the Cu/Ti ratio increases 

from 400 – 550 K, at which point the ratio begins to decrease, ultimately reaching a value below 

that of the as deposited sample.  This means between 400 and 500 K the 3D Cu nanoparticles 

may begin to break apart and cover more of the surface before new larger particles are formed.  

This formation of more, smaller particles would account for the change in Cu/Ti ratio as they 

would cover previously exposed surface Ti atoms thus increasing the Cu/Ti ratio. Similar 

behavior has been seen for Cu and Fe particles supported on TiO2 with the addition of O2.
102   It 

is possible that there is enough reactive oxygen on the surface of our reduced titania, that once 

thermally activated, may begin to induce particle dissociation.  However, as the temperature 

increases beyond 550K, the Cu follows standard 3D island formation as previously seen,103 with 

the formation of the new, larger 3D particles exposing more of the surface Ti, decreasing the 

Cu/Ti ratio.    

3.3.3 Water Gas Shift Reaction 

 Attempts to study the WGS reaction on the bare and metal nanoparticle covered TiO2 

surfaces resulted in no detectable products.  The experiments were carried out using a pulsed 

valve set up that delivered a mixture of 13CO and D2O by bubbling carbon monoxide through a 

sample of D2O, detailed in Section 2.2.2.    The crystal was maintained at 600 K which is within 

the operating temperature of the low temperature WGS reaction (~525 – 625 K).  There were no 

signs of D2, HD, 13CO2, or CO2.  During the experiments, direct scattering of D2O and 13CO were 

detected, indicating that the pulsed gases were hitting the surface and being directed into the 
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QMS for detection.  These results do not indicate that this system is not active for the WGS 

reaction just that these experimental conditions are not sufficient for a reaction to occur.   

Previous work has shown this system to be reactive under relatively low pressures of ~30 Torr , 

but still several orders of magnitude away from our experimental reaction pressure.27 

3.4 Summary 

 In this chapter the reactivity and thermal stability of oxidized and reduced TiO2,  

Au/TiO2-x, and Cu/TiO2-x systems have been investigated as they pertain to the WGS reaction.  It 

has been found that water reacts mainly with the oxidized and reduced TiO2 surface.  The 

reduced surface, containing ~3% oxygen vacancies, had the ability to dissociate water as 

evidenced by a recombination peak centered at 480 K.  This peak was suppressed with the 

addition of Au and Cu nanoparticles, which preferentially aggregate at defect sites on TiO2.
84, 86, 

87, 99  The addition of metal nanoparticles also reduced the system’s ability to adsorb water, 

especially molecularly chemisorbed water (270 K).  Bare TiO2 surfaces, either oxidized or 

reduced, only show a weak affinity for CO, resulting in almost all of the molecules desorbing 

below 200 K. However, the addition of Au and Cu nanoparticles greatly increased the system’s 

ability to adsorb CO, resulting in the molecule remaining on the surface to ~ 300 K.   

 The thermal stability of the metal nanoparticles was also investigated by tracking the 

changes to 13CO TPD and AES as a result of increased flash annealing temperature.  The Au and 

Cu particle systems exhibited similar changes in TPD spectra with increasing flash annealing 

temperature, that is, a decrease in the peak attributed to the nanoparticle (~200 K) and an 

increase in the low temperature peak (140 K) assigned to 13CO desorbing from the TiO2 surface.  

Though the nanoparticles display similar thermal stability for the adsorption of CO, they undergo 

very distinct sintering models when studied using AES.  By monitoring the changes in the AES 
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spectra it is clear that Au particles are agglomerating into larger 2D islands, evidenced by the 

nearly identical spectra for the as deposited and flash annealed samples.  However, Cu particles 

sinter into larger 3D islands, which is seen by the decrease in the Cu/Ti ratio.  These trends have 

also been observed previously via XPS and STM.2, 97, 98, 101, 103 

 These systems were also tested for their ability to catalyze the WGS reaction.  The use of 

a pulsed valve set up was employed to deliver the maximum exposure possible to the surface.  

All attempts resulted in no detectable hydrogen or carbon dioxide.  This however does not mean 

that these systems are catalytically inactive, but further highlight the role that elevated pressures 

play in a reaction.  Though a lot can be learned from studying these model systems under UHV 

conditions, they must be subjected to similar conditions to those that are used in an industrial 

setting so that we can have as much information as possible to improve the industrial catalysts. 
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Figure 3.1:  TPD spectra of D2O coverage dependence adsorbed on fully oxidized TiO2. 
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Figure 3.2: TPD spectra of D2O adsorbed on reduced TiO2-x; showing the presence of oxygen 

vacancies. 
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Figure 3.3:  TPD spectra of D2O adsorbed on reduced TiO2-x (black), ~0.5 ML Au/TiO2-x (red), 

and ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x (green).  All spectra were dosed with a backing pressure of 0.1 Torr for 2 

mins. 
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Figure 3.4:  TPD spectra of 13CO adsorbed on oxidized (black) and reduced (red) TiO2.  Both 

spectra were dosed with a backing pressure of 0.4 Torr for 2 mins. 
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Figure 3.5:  Coverage dependent TPD spectra of 13CO adsorbed on (a) ~0.5 ML Au/TiO2-x and 

(b) ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x.  The differences in counts can be attributed to differences in multiplier 

settings and not necessarily an effect of Au versus Cu nanoparticles. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.6:  Temperature dependent TPD spectra of 13CO adsorbed on (a) ~0.5 ML Au/TiO2-x 

and (b) ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.7:  Smooth and differentiated Auger spectra of ~0.5 ML Au/TiO2-x (Au NVV, 71 eV 

and Ti LMM, 390 eV) as deposited (black) and flash annealed to 700 K (red).   
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Figure 3.8:  AES ratios as a function of annealing temperature for ~0.5 ML Cu/TiO2-x 
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Chapter 4 

4. A Surface Science Study of Cu on CeO2 Thin Films: Evidence for 

Encapsulation 

This work has been submitted for publication 

4.1 Introduction 

 The current industrial WGS catalyst consists of Cu particles supported on a mixed Zn and 

Al oxide support, which operates in a temperature range of 450 – 525 K.  Though this system is 

catalytically active it must undergo a long activation process and is pyrophoric.13, 15, 27  

Replacement of the current catalyst with materials that are more stable and similarly active is 

very desirable.  Recent studies have identified ceria supported metal nanoparticles (Cu, Au, and 

Pt) as air stable and highly active WGS catalysts at a relatively low temperature (625 K).20  The 

reducibility of the ceria support is thought to play an important role in the WGS reaction by 

allowing it to readily accept and donate oxygen atoms.31  The presence of vacancies on the 

reduced surface allows the catalyst to dissociate water104 and the oxidized surface can donate O 

atoms for the oxidation of CO.105  Ceria supported nanoparticles have been studied rather 

extensively in high pressure systems and have been shown to produce more hydrogen than both 

the individual components and the industrial catalyst13-16, 20, 31, 34, 105 

 Of particular interest in this work are ceria supported Cu catalysts, which have shown 

superior WGS performance when compared to Cu/ZnO, Au/ZnO, single crystal Au, and single 

crystal Cu systems.21  Its hydrogen production was also on par with that of Au/CeO2, Cu/TiO2, 

and Cu/MnO2 systems.14, 21  Previous work by Wang and co-workers was the first to show that 

metallic copper and the oxygen vacancies in the reduced ceria played key roles in catalytic 

activity of Cu/CeO2.
33  Using a combination of in situ DRIFTS, time-resolved XRD, and 
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EXAFS, they found that metallic Cu bound to oxygen vacancies was the main source of bound 

CO, which than reacts with the oxide to form CO2.  Also, water was found to dissociate at the 

oxygen vacancies or at the Cu-oxygen vacancy interface. 

 Rodriguez and co-workers also showed that an inverse catalyst (metal-oxide particles 

deposited on a metal single crystal) of CeO2 grown on oxygen covered Cu(111) is highly active 

for the WGS reaction, even more so than the more conventional Cu/CeO2(111) system.31  In this 

inverse catalyst, ceria is now the supported nanoparticle rather than the support, resulting in more 

reduced ceria and a greater number of stabilized oxygen vacancy sites. These vacancies allow for 

greater dissociation of water, which is considered the rate limiting step of the WGS reaction, thus 

enhancing the catalyst activity.32, 106 This outcome further proves that ceria plays an important 

role in the WGS reaction.31  The role Cu plays in the reaction is not fully understood and 

depends on the oxide support.  For highly reducible supports (i.e. CeO2), Cu has a higher 

adsorption energy for CO than the support and is found to aid in the overall reduction of the 

surface, thus increasing the available sites for water dissociation.32, 33  However, if Cu is 

supported on non-reducible oxides (i.e. MgAl2O4) then the Cu particles are responsible for the 

dissociation of water.   

 The bare ceria surface has been studied extensively under UHV conditions.  Mullins and 

co-workers have exposed thin CeO2 (111) films grown on Ru (0001) to various alcohols,107, 108 

ethylene glycol,109 formic acid,110 and acetaldehyde.111  Each of these molecule/surface 

interactions showed that fully oxidized and partially reduced ceria behave differently.  Product 

yields could be manipulated based on the amount of Ce3+ in the system, which can be controlled 

by the extent of reduction of the surface.  In contrast to the bare surface, there have only been a 

limited number of UHV studies conducted on ceria supported nanoparticles.  These studies have 
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focused mainly on the noble metals Rh and Pt using XPS and TPD to study the interaction of 

CO, C2H4, and/or NO.112-116  To date there has only been one TPD study of ceria supported 

copper.  Kolb and co-workers combined ex-situ catalyst preparation and UHV TPD techniques to 

explore the desorption characteristics of their Cu/CeO2/γ-Al 2O3 powder samples.117  They found 

that higher copper loadings lead to an increase in H2O desorption coupled with a decrease in H2 

production at temperatures above 500 K.  This decrease in H2 production combined with an 

increase in H2O desorption signifies the deactivation of this system at industrially relevant 

temperatures.  This deactivation may be due to the possible phase changes of the Al2O3 support 

that may be occurring during the experiments.118 

 In this chapter, we present a surface science study of in-situ deposited copper 

nanoparticles supported on ceria films grown on yttria stabilized zirconia, YSZ (111), as a model 

catalyst system for the WGS reaction.  Studying this system under UHV conditions helps 

elucidate the interaction of copper with ceria, as well as their interactions with probe molecules, 

D2O and 13CO, which are involved in the WGS reaction.  The present study indicates that D2O 

interacts mainly with the ceria substrate and adsorbs both associatively and dissociatively with    

-OH remaining on the surface at temperatures above 300 K.  13CO binds mainly to the copper 

nanoparticles, but only remains on the surface until slightly above room temperature.  

Furthermore, the combined TPD, AES, XPS, and ISS experiments show that ceria partially 

encapsulates the copper nanoparticles after annealing to high temperatures (700K). 

4.2 Experimental 
 
 The experiments conducted in this chapter were carried out in the chamber and on the 

ceria films discussed in detail in Section 2.1 using TPD, AES, XPS, and ISS techniques 

discussed in detail in Section 2.2. For ISS experiments, the ceria film thickness was decreased to 
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100 nm and was deposited on a polycrystalline gold substrate (Princeton Scientific) to mitigate 

charging induced by the ion beam.  To minimize film loss, the ceria films were cleaned by 

annealing the surface to 850 K in a background of O2 at 2.0 x 10-6 Torr, unless nanoparticles 

were deposited, the removal of which necessitated the use of Ar+ sputtering.  Crystal cleanliness 

was verified daily until carbon signals were below the detectable limits of AES and negligible 

amounts were seen with XPS.   

 Copper was deposited using a homemade thermal evaporator, detailed in Section 2.2.1.  

Cu coverages in monolayers (ML) are estimated by assuming that a Cu monolayer would occur 

at a film thickness of ~2 Å which was later confirmed by XPS.64  Runs of identical coverage 

were verified using the Cu/Ce ratio from either the AES or XPS spectra. 

 Temperature programmed desorption of 13CO and D2O were used to probe the reactivity 

and thermal stability of the deposited nanoparticles.  Isotopically labeled 13CO (m/e = 29; 

Cambridge Isotopes) and D2O (m/e = 20; Sigma Aldrich) were used to avoid interference from 

background CO (m/e = 28) and H2O (m/e = 18) in the vacuum chamber.  The 13CO was used as 

purchased, while the D2O was subjected to 3 freeze-thaw cycles to remove any dissolved gases.  

TPD studies were conducted on fully oxidized (CeO2) and reduced (CeO2-x) ceria films.  

Reduced ceria was prepared by dosing 100 L of methanol at 700 K in accordance with a 

previously established method.107  This resulted in a reproducible surface that contained ~40 % 

Ce3+, which was determined by comparing the area of the peak centered at 917.5 eV to the total 

area of the 3d spectrum.119 

 Auger electron spectroscopy was carried out with an incident energy of 1.5 KeV which 

was sufficient to excite the Ce (NOO, 87 eV), O (KLL, 510 eV), and Cu (LMM, 920 eV) Auger 

transitions.78  The AES spectra for the as-deposited CeO2 films showed no sign of yttrium or 
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zirconium from the supporting YSZ (111) crystal.  After numerous sputtering cycles, a Zr peak 

was observed, at which point the crystal was removed and recoated.  The surface concentrations 

of Cu, Ce, and O atoms were determined by comparing the Auger signal intensities corrected for 

their relative sensitivity factors: 1.6425 (Ce), 1.2571 (O), and 0.9688 (Cu).66 

 XPS spectra were obtained using un-monochromatized Al K α (1486.6 eV) radiation.  

Elemental region specific spectra were taken at an analyzer pass energy of 35 eV, step size of 0.2 

eV, and dwell time of 0.5 sec.  Each spectral region was signal averaged for 5 scans.  Analysis of 

the XPS spectra was performed using Presents software (Oxford Applied Research).  Each 

spectrum was fit with a Shirley background and an appropriate number of peaks depending on 

species present.  The O 1s peak of 530.1 eV (CeO2) was used to calibrate the energy scale to 

which all the measured binding energies were adjusted.120  The fits were allowed to optimize 

without constraints as long as a reasonable FWHM (below ∼3 eV) and quality of fit were 

obtained.  In cases where a FWHM greater than 3 eV occurred, widths and/or known peak 

separations were fixed to one another, until an acceptable fit was achieved. 

 As noted above, ISS measurements were conducted on a CeO2 film (100 nm) grown on a 

polycrystalline gold substrate, in order to eliminate the charging effect that occurred on the YSZ 

samples.  Spectra  were obtained using a 1 keV He+ ion beam at an incident angle of 45º to the 

surface normal and the analyzer was fixed at a pass energy of 50 eV.  This was the minimum 

incident ion energy required in order to separate the Cu peak from the peak that appears as a 

result of inelastic scattering.  Due to the destructive nature of ISS, all XPS scans were taken prior 

to exposure to the ion beam.  The Avantage (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) software was used to 

analyze ISS spectra. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Water TPD from CeO2/YSZ (111) 

 Figure 4.1 shows the desorption of D2O, mass 20, as a function of exposure time on fully 

oxidized (a) and reduced (b) ceria films.  The fully oxidized surface produced three major 

features that appear above 200 K (255 K, 360 K, and 500 K) assigned to associative chemisorbed 

water, and two different recombination sites, respectively, and one minor component that 

appears at ~170 K and is assigned to multilayer water.  These assignments are based on those 

that were previously reported for CeO2 (100) thin films by Overbury and co-workers.104  The two 

recombination sites both saturate over the exposures studied here; however, it is clear from the 

peak behavior that they originate from two distinct sites.  The desorption temperature of the peak 

at 360 K shifts to higher temperature, indicating an attractive interaction and has an asymmetric 

peak shape, which is indicative of a first order reaction.  In contrast, the desorption temperature 

of the peak centered at 500 K shifts to lower temperature.  This shift, coupled with the peak 

symmetry is indicative of a second order reaction. 

 Water adsorption on a reduced ceria surface (Fig. 4.1b) was also investigated.  Similar 

D2O TPD features are observed, however, the desorption temperatures of these features shift 

slightly lower with the chemisorbed peak centered at 225 K, the low temperature recombination 

peak shifted to 325 K, and high temperature recombination peak shifted to 410 K.  There are 

however, two major differences between a fully oxidized and a reduced surface.  First is the 

decrease in overall signal intensity, which is easily seen in Figure 4.2 and has been previously 

observed.104  This reduction in signal may be due to the loss of surface oxygen atoms that allow 

for strong H-bonding of water to the surface.  Second and most notable is the presence of a new 

peak centered at ~700 K.  At the lowest exposures, desorption in this region appears as two 
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peaks at 615 K and 740 K, which then appear to coalesce into a broader feature at 700 K at high 

exposures. This new high temperature peak is associated with water dissociation at an oxygen 

vacancy which has been seen both theoretically121 and experimentally104, 122 and is therefore only 

observed on reduced surfaces.  

Although the water TPD peak positions in the spectra presented in Figure 4.1 are shifted 

to higher temperatures (~50-100 K) compared to those observed by Mullins et al. on CeO2 (100), 

they nonetheless have similar shapes and relative intensities.104  The shifts in temperature may be 

caused by the differences in oxide thickness and the support.  Mullins and co-workers grew their 

films on Nb-doped SrTiO3 (100) to a thickness of ~20 nm, while the films here were grown on 

YSZ (111) to a thickness of ~200 nm.  Although thin films of ceria (<50 nm) deposited on YSZ 

(111)60, 122 and doped SrTiO3 (100)104 have been shown to grow epitaxially, thicker films are 

likely to be amorphous with a number of different termination structures (facets) and an 

increased density of defects, e.g. grain boundaries, step edges, and under coordinated edges.  

Water binding at these structural defects may be responsible for the somewhat higher water 

desorption temperatures observed for the thicker films used in this work.122  However, it is clear 

that our surface is not comprised of a (111) termination, which produced a lone water desorption 

peak at ~175 K.122, 123 

 It is also interesting to compare our water TPD results with a recent calculation by 

Molinari, et al. who performed DFT calculations on water adsorption and dissociation on (111), 

(110) and (100) surfaces of CeO2, including the effects of coverage and surface reduction.121  In 

particular, they used DFT calculated adsorption energies in an equilibrium model to predict the 

temperature ranges for desorption of chemisorbed water and recombination.  Using their 

calculated results at a pressure of 10-10 bar for comparison, our observed TPD spectra are in 
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reasonable agreement with the calculated desorption temperature ranges for the (100) and (110) 

surfaces.  Specifically, they predict that desorption of chemisorbed water occurs over the range 

250 K - 300 K.   These findings show our surface is composed of multiple facets consisting 

mainly of (100) and (110) terminations.104, 121, 122, 124 

4.3.2 Water TPD from Cu/CeO2/YSZ (111)  

 Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the D2O TPD spectra between bare oxidized (CeO2), 

bare reduced (CeO2-x), and ~0.5 ML Cu/CeO2-x samples.  The addition of Cu nanoparticles to the 

reduced surface results in increased adsorption of water over all three adsorption sites compared 

to the reduced surface without Cu, but D2O adsorption is still less than that of the fully oxidized 

bare ceria surface.  Furthermore, the TPD peak positions for Cu/CeO2-x have shifted to even 

lower temperatures than the bare reduced surface, with the strong chemisorption peak near 200 K 

and the first recombination peak appearing more as a shoulder with an estimated peak position of 

~290 K.  The increase in water desorption at low temperature for the Cu/CeO2-x surface is 

consistent with adsorption of water on the (111) and (110) Cu surfaces (~150 – 175 K)81, 82 and 

may result from a combination of water desorption directly from the Cu particles and at the Cu-

CeO2-x interface sites. Also, there is a broad feature centered at ~575 K which is probably related 

to the recombination peak observed for the bare reduced ceria surface between 600-800 K.  

Based on DFT calculations, the overall reduction in peak temperatures is attributed to charge 

transfer from the Cu particles to the ceria support which increases the electron density of the 

surface oxygen atoms and lowers the binding energy of water.12 It should be noted that no D2 

was observed in any of the TPD spectra which had been seen previously.104   
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4.3.3 CO TPD from CeO2/YSZ (111) and Cu/CeO2/YSZ (111) 

 The adsorption of CO was also investigated as it is the second reactant in the WGS 

reaction.  Figure 3 shows TPD spectra of 13CO, mass 29, on bare reduced (Fig. 4.3a), ~0.5 ML of 

Cu on both oxidized (Fig. 3b) and reduced (Fig. 3c) ceria, and ~1 ML of Cu on reduced ceria.  

Unlike water, CO binds very weakly on these surfaces, with only a single desorption peak 

centered at 130 K on both the fully oxidized (not shown) and the reduced ceria surfaces.  The 

only difference is the lower peak intensity on the reduced surface.  Theoretical studies have 

shown that CO has only one weakly bound state on a bare ceria surface, with a binding energy 

(~0.2 eV) that is consistent with a physisorbed peak.125-127  The calculations indicate that the 

lower signal intensity on the reduced surface is caused by the depletion of CO bonding sites, 

which contain two surface oxygen atoms, which there are fewer of on a reduced surface.  

Previous work has also shown that there is no CO adsorption on both oxidized and reduced ceria 

surfaces (single crystal and thin film) above 300 K128, 129 and infrared spectra show evidence that 

CO will only adsorb below ~200 K on ceria grown on Pt (111)130 

 The addition of ~0.5 ML Cu on the oxidized (Figure 4.3b) and reduced surfaces (Figure 

4.3c) results in a new broad TPD feature centered at ~200 K that extends out to 300 K, 

suggesting that the state of the surface plays little role in the characteristics of the deposited 

particles.  At a higher coverage of ~1 ML (Figure 4.3d), the CO TPD peak for the ceria support 

is suppressed and the higher temperature TPD peak becomes much more prominent with a peak 

temperature centered at 175 K.  The observed trend with increasing Cu coverage suggests that 

the broad TPD peak between 150-300 K results from CO desorption from the deposited Cu 

particles and/or the Cu-ceria interface.  This assignment is consistent with CO desorption from 

planar Cu surfaces, (111) and (110), which occurs at ~200 K.95, 96  Previous STM studies of Cu 
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deposition on TiO2 and CeOx/TiO2 have also shown that at a coverage of ~ 1 ML, Cu is present 

in the form of 3D nanoparticles with a diameter of ~5 nm and does not completely cover the 

surface.20, 102  Though 1 ML of Cu does not fully cover the surface it may sufficiently block CO 

surface adsorption sites. 

 Figure 4.4 shows the effects of increasing flash annealing temperature on the CO TPD 

spectra for the ~0.5 ML Cu/CeO2 surface.  The spectra in Figure 4.4 were obtained sequentially 

by increasing the final temperature of each preceding TPD scan.  The TPD spectrum marked as 

300 K corresponds to the as-prepared surface and is the same as that shown in Figure 4.3b.  The 

TPD spectra remain relatively unchanged from 300 – 500 K.  This indicates that Cu 

nanoparticles are thermally stable up to 500 K.  However, once the particles are flash annealed to 

600 K the broad feature begins to develop slight asymmetry toward higher temperatures.  Upon 

flash annealing to 700 K the broad feature now develops into a distinguishable peak centered at 

~250 K and extends beyond 300 K.  Figure 4.5 shows the same effects for a ~1 ML Cu/CeO2-x 

surface.  This coverage was investigated to further clarify the changes we noticed in the ~0.5 ML 

sample.  The spectrum in Figure 4.5 marked as 300 K once again corresponds to the as-prepared 

sample and is the same shown in Figure 4.3d.  Unlike the ~0.5 ML sample, changes in the TPD 

spectrum can be seen at temperatures as low as 400 K, this slight asymmetry to high temperature 

may have been too small to notice on 0.5 ML coverage (Figure 4.4).  This asymmetry increases, 

until 700 K, when the peak splits into two distinguishable features with maxima at ~160 K and 

~280 K.  However, the integrated CO desorption intensities from the as-prepared sample at 300 

K and the sample flash annealed to 700 K are essentially identical.  Hence, the total number of 

CO adsorption sites remains unchanged with flash annealing.  Although STM studies of 

Cu/CeO2 surfaces have yet to be published, STM investigations of vapor deposited Cu on the 
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similarly reducible oxide, TiO2 (110), have reported the effects of surface heating on Cu 

nanoparticle size and morphology.102, 131  Assuming similar behavior for the Cu/CeO2-x surface 

studied here, we expect flash annealing to 700 K to result in somewhat larger 3D islands than on 

the as-prepared surface at 300 K.  As noted above, the TPD data in Figure 4.5 suggest almost no 

change in total CO adsorption with flash annealing, which is consistent with a small change in 

Cu particle size.  Nonetheless, this does not explain the changes in the CO TPD profile as the 

heating temperature is increased, especially for the ~1ML Cu/CeO2-x surface.  It is possible that 

the two CO desorption peaks at 160 K and 280 K in the TPD spectrum after flash annealing to 

700 K are due to different facets on the “annealed” Cu nanoparticles, e.g., (111) and (100), 

however, previous STM studies of Cu on TiO2 (110) surfaces do not provide any clear indication 

of such faceted crystallites.102, 131, 132  Alternatively the Cu nanoparticles could be partially 

encapsulated by ceria, which has occurred for other metal nanoparticles supported on ceria.133-140  

The partially encapsulated surfaces might be expected to have a CO desorption temperature 

between bare CeO2 (130 K; Figure 4.3a) and bare Cu nanoparticles (≥150 K) (Figure 4.3 b and 

c), which is consistent with the low temperature portions of the CO TPD profiles after heating to 

≥600 K.  The higher temperature portions of the CO TPD profiles after ≥600 K with peaks near 

250 K (Figure 4.4) and 280 K (Figure 4.5) would correspond to bare portions of the Cu 

nanoparticles.  If we assume that the portions of the 13CO TPD for the 700 K flash annealed 

surface with ~1.0 ML are characteristic of encapsulated (100 – 200 K) and bare Cu surfaces (220 

– 350K), we find that roughly 44% of the intensity can be ascribed to the encapsulated Cu 

surfaces.   TPD measurements up to 700 K also showed no Cu loss from the surface (not shown).  

One possible explanation consistent with these observations is that heating to 700 K results in 

partial encapsulation of the Cu nanoparticles by a thin ceria layer and subsurface Cu still 
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influences adsorption of molecules like CO (see Figure 4.4 and 4.5).  Since it is impossible to 

determine the effect of flash annealing by TPD alone, additional measurements were carried out 

using AES, XPS, and ISS studies which are sensitive to the surface atomic composition.  The 

results are discussed below. 

4.3.4 Surface Composition using AES, XPS, and ISS 

 A combination of AES, XPS, and ISS were used to investigate the surface atomic 

composition of Cu/CeO2 surfaces that were subjected to increasing flash annealing temperatures.  

Figure 4.6 displays the smoothed and differentiated AES spectra of (a) the Ce (NOO, 87 eV) and 

(b) Cu (LMM, 920 eV) regions from ~0.5 ML of Cu deposited on oxidized ceria as prepared and 

flash annealed to 700 K.  After flash annealing to 700 K, the Ce region shows a noticeable 

increase in intensity (factor of ~1.3x) indicating that the amount of Ce exposed on the surface 

has increased.  This increase is consistent with the growth of larger 3D Cu islands, i.e., and 

increase in island height would expose more of the ceria surface, however, our expectations 

based on the CO TPD data and previous STM studies are that the size of Cu islands does not 

change appreciably with high temperature heating.  More surprising, is the AES Cu data (Fig. 

4.6b), which shows that the Cu AES signal decreases significantly after heating to 700 K.  The 

latter observation is not consistent with the formation of 3D nanoparticles; since the 

concentration of surface Cu atoms would remain unchanged (some reduction in the Cu AES 

signal could result from the attenuated electron emission from Cu atoms in the interior of the 

particles if the escape depth is comparable to their height, ~1-2 nm20).  As stated above no Cu 

desorption was seen over the investigated temperature range.       

 XPS was also used to investigate surface atomic composition as well as to monitor 

oxidation states of all species present.  Figure 7 shows the Ce 3d region for the clean CeO2/YSZ 
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(111) surface (black), after Cu deposition ~0.5 ML at 300 K (red), and after the Cu/CeO2/YSZ 

(111) surface was heated to 700 K (green).  The 3d spectrum for the bare surface is consistent 

with fully oxidized CeO2 with the cerium atoms in the Ce4+ state.120, 139-141  Deposition of Cu 

nanoparticles at 300 K results in a decrease in the Ce 3d intensity, consistent with some part of 

the ceria film being covered by the nanoparticles.  The average decrease in peak intensity is 

~55%, which agrees with our estimated Cu coverage of ~0.5 ML using the quartz microbalance.  

Consistent with the AES data in Figure 5a, the Ce 3d signal increases after heating the 

Cu/CeO2/YSZ (111) surface to 700 K.  The Ce 3d peaks are seen to change uniformly in 

intensity, indicating that Cu deposition and/or subsequent heating does not lead to reduction of 

the ceria film, i.e. formation of Ce3+.  

 The XPS spectra for the Cu 2p region are shown in Figure 4.8.  For both the as prepared 

and subsequently heated Cu/CeO2 surfaces, the Cu 2p3/2 can be assigned to metallic copper 

(Cu0).  The spectra also do not show any signs of the satellite peaks associated with the presence 

of copper oxides.142  After heating the Cu/CeO2 surface to 700 K, the intensity of the Cu 2p 

signal decreases, similar to what was observed for the Cu AES data in Figure 5b.  The better 

signal to noise in the Cu 2p XPS spectra, compared to the AES spectra, permits the loss of 

intensity to be estimated at ~ 39%.  Hence, if encapsulation of the Cu nanoparticles by ceria is 

occurring at higher temperatures, it is only partial, with ~40% of the Cu area covered at 700 K.  

Moreover, the observation that neither the Cu nor Ce core levels shift after heating indicates that 

partial encapsulation does not induce substantial electronic modifications to either the ceria film 

or Cu nanoparticles.   

 As a final probe of the Cu/CeO2 surface we used ISS, which has a penetration depth of 

only one to two atomic layers and is even more sensitive to surface composition than AES or 
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XPS.  The ISS experiments were conducted on CeO2 films (100 nm) grown on a polycrystalline 

gold substrate to reduce charging induced by the ion beam which prevented ISS measurements 

for CeO2/YSZ (111) surfaces.  ISS of the bare CeO2 surface produces only one broad peak 

centered at ~850 eV.  The addition of ~0.5 ML of Cu nanoparticles caused a new peak to appear 

at ~783 eV.  These positions are consistent with those expected from calculations for Ce and Cu 

respectively.  Just as with AES and XPS, there is an increase in Ce peak (850 eV) intensity and a 

decrease in Cu (783 eV) intensity (Fig. 4.9) upon flash annealing.  It is apparent that the Ce peak 

is much broader than that of Cu, which we attribute to a combination of fully exposed Ce atoms 

and those that fall in the shadow of the surface O atoms causing ions to be scattered off Ce atoms 

with a larger range of kinetic energies.47  The narrow Cu peak suggests that all of the 

nanoparticles are located on the surface.  The decrease in the Cu ISS peak intensity after heating 

the surface to 700 K is ~40%, which is similar to the decrease in the Cu 2p XPS signal of ~39% 

noted above.  This calculated decrease is greater than the 15-20 % loss that was seen due to the 

sputtering effect of the ISS alone.  Again, these data are consistent with the Cu nanoparticles 

being only partially encapsulated by the ceria. 

4.3.4 Water Gas Shift Reaction 

 As with the Au/TiO2 and Cu/TiO2 surfaces, attempts to conduct the WGS reaction on the 

bare and copper covered CeO2 surfaces resulted in no detectable products.  The experiments 

were carried out using the pulsed valve set up detailed in section 2.2.2 above.  In addition, TPD 

experiments were conducted where D2O and 13CO were co-dosed on the surface.  Once again 

there were no detectable products and the order of dosing made no difference.  Dosing of D2O 

and running the TPD in a background of 13CO (~1 x 10-7 Torr) also resulted in no detectable 

reaction.  These results do not indicate that this system is not active for the WGS reaction, just 
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that these conditions may not contain enough molecules with appropriate energy for reaction to 

take place.  Previous work has shown this system to be reactive under relatively low pressures of 

~30 Torr which is only 4% of an atmosphere, but still several orders of magnitude away from our 

experimental reaction pressure.21 

4.5 Summary 

 Here we report a surface science investigation of Cu particles deposited on CeO2 grown 

on YSZ (111) as a model catalyst system for the WGS reaction.  TPD of D2O and 13CO provided 

insight in to the role that each component plays in the WGS reaction.  D2O binds strongly to both 

the fully oxidized and reduced surfaces of CeO2 with recombination peaks at ~500 K and ~700 K 

respectively. These peaks signify that there is dissociated water (-OH) on the surface that is 

available for reaction.  The addition of Cu suppressed some of the water adsorption but still 

allowed for water dissociation to occur and remain on the surface at temperatures high enough 

for potential reaction.  On the other hand, 13CO only binds on bare CeO2 surfaces in a 

physisorbed state, but the addition of Cu nanoparticles allows for a new peak to appear in the 

range of 150-325 K depending on the Cu surface coverage and the annealing temperature.   

 Flash annealing the Cu/CeO2 and Cu/CeO2-x surfaces to 700 K produced significant 

changes in the 13CO TPD, AES, XPS, and ISS spectra.  Specifically, the Cu 2p XPS and Cu ISS 

signals showed ~40 % decrease in their respective Cu signals upon flashing annealing to 700 K, 

whereas the Ce XPS and ISS signals exhibit a corresponding increase in intensity.  Additionally, 

XPS showed that cerium’s oxidation state did not change before or after Cu deposition or flash 

annealing.  Cu was deposited in the zero valent (metallic) state and remained that way even after 

flash annealing.  The CO TPD profiles show more complex behavior with sequential flash 

annealing.  The overall yield of desorbed CO is essentially constant, but the CO desorption 
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signal assigned to encapsulated Cu surfaces makes up ~44 % of the overall CO desorption 

intensity, which is in qualitative agreement with the ~40 % loss in bare Cu signals in XPS and 

ISS 

 This is consistent with strong metal support interaction (SMSI), which is usually 

explained by encapsulation of the metal particles by the oxide surface.113  Encapsulation by ceria 

has been reported for Pt, Pd, Rh, Ni, and Au previously113, 133-140 but at temperatures in excess of 

700 K and usually in the presence of H2.  The temperature dependent CO TPD (Figures 4.4 and 

4.5) and the temperature dependent Cu 2p XPS (not all temperatures shown) data both show that 

there is a continuous evolution in their spectra, which could indicate that encapsulation begins at 

temperatures even lower than 700 K.  This means that encapsulation of Cu is kinetically 

controlled but is the more thermodynamically favorable state under our conditions.  Whether this 

encapsulation actually plays an important role, either activation or deactivation, in the WGS 

reaction needs to be explored further. 
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Figure 4.1: Coverage dependent TPD spectra of D2O adsorbed on (a) oxidized CeO2 and (b) 

reduced CeO2-x. 
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Figure 4.2: TPD spectra of D2O adsorbed on fully oxidized CeO2 (black), reduced CeO2-x (red), 

and ~0.5ML Cu/CeO2-x (green).  All spectra were dosed with a backing pressure of 0.6 Torr for 1 

min.   
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Figure 4.3: TPD spectra of 13CO adsorbed on (a) CeO2-x (blue), (b) ~0.5 ML Cu/CeO2 (green), 

(c) ~0.5 ML Cu/CeO2-x (red), and (d) ~1.0 ML Cu/CeO2-x (black).  All spectra were dosed with a 

backing pressure of 0.6 Torr for 4 mins. 
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependent TPD spectra of 13CO adsorbed on ~0.5 ML of Cu/CeO2. As 

prepared (black), flash annealed to 400 K (red), 500 K (green), 600 K (blue), and to 700 K 

(cyan).  All spectra were dosed with a backing pressure of 0.6 Torr for 4 mins. 
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Figure 4.5: Temperature dependent TPD spectra of 13CO adsorbed on ~1.0 ML of Cu/CeO2-x. 

As prepared (black), flash annealed to 400 K (red), 500 K (green), 600 K (blue), and to 700 K 

(cyan).  All spectra were dosed with a backing pressure of 0.6 Torr for 4 mins 
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Figure 4.6:  Smoothed and differentiated temperature dependent AES spectra of (a) Ce region 

and (b) Cu region; as prepared (black) and flash annealed to 700 K (red) for ~0.5 ML Cu/CeO2 

sample 
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Figure 4.7:  Temperature dependent Ce 3d XPS spectra. Bare surface (black), ~0.5ML Cu/CeO2 

(red), and flash annealed to 700 K (green) 
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Figure 4.8: Temperature dependent Cu 2p XPS spectra. As prepared (black) and flash annealed 

to 700 K (red) for ~0.5 ML Cu/CeO2 
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Figure 4.9: Temperature dependent ISS spectra of clean CeO2 (black), ~0.5ML of Cu/CeO2 

(red), and flash annealed to 700 K (blue). 
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Chapter 5 

5. An XPS Investigation of SrTiO3:Rh : Role of Catalyst 

Preparation 

This section was published in Chem. Eng. J., 223, 200-208, 2013 

5.1 Introduction 

 The majority of current oxide semiconductor based photocatalysts are only active under 

UV light due to their large band gaps.  Though materials like TiO2 and SrTiO3 are active for the 

photocatalytic decompositions of various molecules, their performance is hindered by the portion 

of the solar spectrum that can excite their ~3.2 eV band gaps.56  In fact only ~4 % of the solar 

spectrum that hits the Earth’s surface has enough energy to induce the electron hole pair 

formation in oxides like TiO2 and SrTiO3.
143  In order to take advantage of the majority of the 

solar spectrum, discovery of new materials or modifications to existing photocatalysts must be 

undertaken.  Modifying strontium titanate (SrTiO3) has garnered interest in recent years for its 

ability to be easily doped with various cations (Ru, Rh, Cr, Pd, Ir, Pt, etc.), which induce states 

into the band gap that allow for excitation via the lower energy visible light.56, 57, 144-147 

 Among the various transition metal dopants explored, Rh has stood out as one of the most 

promising for the production of hydrogen.  A recent theoretical study found that Rh-doping  of 

SrTiO3 resulted in the best visible light driven H2 evolution efficiency compared to five other 

transition metal dopants.145  This increase in efficiency can be traced to Rh having an optimal 

density of states located close to the valence band maximum (VBM).  This position allows for a 

narrowing of the band gap, while maintaining the proper conduction band minimum position for 

the reduction of water (Figure 5.1). These additional energy levels also reduce the number of 

potential electron hole recombination centers.  The optimal density of states located near the 
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VBM and the reduced number of recombination centers were not found in the other investigated 

metals.  Another theoretical study, which explored similar dopants, found that Rh was the only 

metal dopant that allowed SrTiO3 to have its conduction band minimum above the potential for 

H2 evolution.147 

 Bae and co-workers conducted an experimental investigation into the effect of Pd, Pt, Rh, 

Ir, and Ru as cation dopants in the SrTiO3 lattice as visible light photocatalysts.147  They found 

that the addition of Pt and Pd showed little or no visible light absorbance and no H2 evolution. 

This is attributed to the fact that the dopants most likely did not diffuse into the lattice and only 

deposited on the surface due to the mismatch in ionic radii with Ti4+ cations they are expected to 

replace.  They also found that Rh produced approximately 15 times more hydrogen than any of 

the other dopants.  In fact, it was also determined that 1 mol % of Rh was the optimal dopant 

concentration due to the high crystallinity of the resulting material, enhanced visible light 

absorbance, and its minimized number of recombination centers.  These conclusions are in good 

agreement with the previously published theoretical paper.145 

 As noted above, theoretical calculations suggest that incorporation of Rh into the lattice 

of SrTiO3 produces new states in the band gap that allow for the absorption of visible light.  

Konta et al. were the first to propose that the absorption was due to the presence of Rh3+ and a 

higher oxidation state, either Rh4+ or Rh5+.57  The authors suggest that these ions would neighbor 

each other and would undergo reversible oxidation and reduction as the surface is exposed to 

light. At steady state, most of the Rh present will be trivalent (Figure 5.2).  Additionally, no O2 

evolution was observed due to the inability of the dopant to create an appropriate reaction center.  

Despite the use of a sacrificial agent, the sample was still inactive because the Rh3+/Rh4+ acts as 

an electron hole recombination site, thus not enough long lived holes are available for water 
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oxidation.  A similar mechanism was proposed by Sasaki and co-workers for their SrTiO3:Rh 

catalysts, produced via the solid state reaction method, that were used in conjunction with 

BiVO4, to overcome the O2 evolution problem.146  Here the authors present a mechanism that 

requires both systems to be in intimate contact with each other and the presence of Rh3+ or Rh4+ 

to facilitate inter-particle electron transfer, allowing for holes to oxidize water to O2 on the 

BiVO4 particle and the electrons to reduce water on the SrTiO3:Rh particle.  Unfortunately, 

neither system was studied using XPS to elucidate the validity of their proposed presence of 

Rh3+, Rh4+, or Rh5+.  Though both proposed mechanisms are reasonable, the presence of an 

oxidation state other than Rh4+ seems unlikely due to the charge difference that would be 

induced in the system since Rh ions are replacing Ti4+ ions.  Furthermore, the difference in ionic 

radii of Rh3+ and Rh5+ compared to Ti4+ would cause lattice strain that could alter the 

crystallinity of the particles. 

 A recent study of SrTiO3:Rh, produced via a modified areogel method, was found to have 

similar H2 evolution reactivity to the above systems.144  The authors found a direct correlation 

between varying the catalyst calcination temperature and changes in surface area and 

crystallinity; both are known to affect the overall performance of the catalyst.  Once again a 

proposed mechanism of an inter play between Rh3+ and Rh4+ was proposed, which they were 

able to confirm via XPS.  However, the authors did not provide details regarding the oxidation 

states of Sr, Ti, or O species in the sample or a calculated stoichiometry to confirm or deny the 

expected substitution of Rh for Ti.  Furthermore, the spectra lacked any evidence of the 

appropriate doublets to confirm their assignments of the Rh oxidation states.    

 Here an XPS investigation into the doping of SrTiO3 with Rh prepared by the 

polymerizable complex (PC) method, solid state reaction (SSR) method, and the hydrothermal 
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method was conducted in conjunction with photocatalytic reactivity measurements, which will 

not be discussed.  Each preparation produced catalysts that had Rh4+ ions substituting for Ti4+.  

However, the PC method samples exhibited greater stability upon annealing.  This information 

provided insight into the enhanced activity the PC method showed over the SSR and 

hydrothermal methods.      

5.2 Experimental 

 The experiments detailed in this chapter were carried out in the UHV chamber described 

in section 2.1 using XPS explained in section 2.2.4.  This work was part of a collaboration 

between Peichuan Shen and Prof. Alexander Orlov (Stony Brook Univeristy) who prepared the 

SrTiO3:Rh samples.148  The samples were produced via three different methods: polymerizable 

complex method, solid state reaction method, and the hydrothermal method.  Each procedure 

will be briefly described to highlight their differences as amended from the procedures detailed 

by Shen et. al.148 

 A novel application of the PC method began by dissolving Ti(OiPr)4 in a solution of 

methanol and ethylene glycol.  While the solution was continuously stirred, citric acid was added 

followed by SrCO3.  The resultant solution was stirred at 50°C until it became transparent, at 

which point the Rh(NO3)3 was added.  This solution was then stirred at 130°C to promote 

polymerization.  The mixture was then heated to accelerate the evaporation of water and 

methanol.  The polymer was then heated at 400°C for two hours to remove any excess liquid.  

The resultant powder was then calcined at 500°C.  Samples containing 0.7, 1.0, and 5.0 mol % of 

Rh were produced.  
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 The more straight forward SSR reaction is achieved by combining SrCO3, TiO2, and 

Rh2O3 powders in the desired stoichiometric ratio.  The mixture was then heated at a linear rate 

to 500°C where it was held for 10 hours. 

 The hydrothermal method starts with an appropriate molar ratio mixture of amorphous 

TiO2 particles, Sr(OH)2·xH2O, and Rh(NO3)3·xH2O dissolved in distilled water.  The solution 

was then dried at 180°C for 12 hours.  The resulting product was washed with acetic acid and 

deionized water.  The ensuing powders were then dried overnight at 60 °C. 

 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was employed to investigate the oxidation states and 

chemical composition of the species present.  In order to prepare the powders for use in the UHV 

chamber, ~40 mg of sample was pressed between two Al plates at a pressure of ~2000 psi.  One 

of the plates (Figure 2.3) was then mounted on the holder shown in Figure 2.2.  XPS spectra 

were obtained using unmonochromatized Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation.  Element specific spectra 

were taken at an analyzer pass energy of 35 eV, with a step size of 0.2 eV, and dwell time of 0.5 

sec.  Each region was signal averaged for 5 scans except for Rh which was averaged over 20 

scans to improve the signal to noise ratio that was a result of the low rhodium concentration in 

the samples.  Analysis of the XPS spectra was performed using Presents software.  The O 1s 

peak at 529.5 eV of SrTiO3 was used to calibrate the energy scale to which all the measured 

binding energies were adjusted.149, 150  A Shirley background was applied to the spectra which 

were then fit with an appropriate number of peaks.  The fits were allowed to optimize without 

constraints as long as a reasonable FWHM (below ~3 eV) and goodness of fit were obtained.  In 

cases where a FWHM greater than 3 eV occurred, widths and/or known peak separations were 

fixed to one another, until an acceptable fit was achieved.  The atomic sensitivity factors of 0.63 
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(O 1s), 1.1 (Ti 2p3/2), 1.05 (Sr 3d), and 1.75 (Rh 3d5/2) were used to correct for differences in 

photoemission cross sections to obtain relative surface atomic compositions.67 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

 Figure 5.3 shows the XPS spectra for (a) Sr 3d, (b) Ti 2p, and (c) O 1s spectra for as 

prepared SrTiO3:Rh (1 mol%) synthesized by the PC method.  The spectra for Sr and Ti both 

contain one doublet, which indicates that there is only one oxidation state of each element 

present.  Sr is present in its 2+ oxidation state as evidenced by the peak position of the 3d5/2 peak 

centered at 132.3 eV.  Ti is present as 4+, which is confirmed by the 2p3/2 peak positioned at 

458.1 eV.  The O 1s spectra showed 2 peaks, which correspond to lattice oxygen (529.5 eV) and 

OH species on the surface (531.8 eV).  These spectra are representative of all the doped samples 

investigated for the PC method, as well as the 1 mol% SSR and hydrothermal methods (not 

shown).  All peak values are in good agreement with literature values.67, 120, 149-151 

 The Rh 3d XPS spectrum of the as prepared SrTiO3:Rh (1 mol%) sample produced by the 

PC method is shown in Figure 5.4.  The spectrum was fitted with a doublet indicating only a 

single oxidation state.  Here rhodium is present in the 4+ oxidation state as evidenced by a 3d5/2 

binding energy of 309.3 eV.151  The as prepared SrTiO3:Rh (1 mol%) sample synthesized by the 

SSR method (Figure 5.5a), exhibited a similar Rh 3d spectrum to that of the PC method.  

However, the hydrothermal sample (Figure 5.5b) shows the presences of two Rh species.  Rh4+ is 

the dominant species; however; there is a noticeable contribution to the overall spectrum from 

the presence of Rh0. 

 When the samples were annealed at 850 K in vacuum for 30 min, the XPS spectra of the 

SSR, and hydrothermal samples became distinctly different.  As shown in Figure 5.6a, the Rh 3d 

spectrum for the hydrothermal sample showed an increase in the amount of Rh0 present.  A 
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similar behavior was also seen in the sample prepared via the SSR method (Figure 5.6b).  The 

appearance (increase) of Rh0 suggests that some of the Rh4+ in the as synthesized SSR and 

hydrothermal samples exists as a surface oxide, which is then converted to metallic nanoparticles 

during high temperature annealing.  In contrast, the Rh 3d spectrum for the PC sample (Figure 

5.6c) was essentially unchanged after annealing, which can be seen by the retention of a single 

3d doublet assigned to Rh4+.  These results indicate that the Rh4+ species in the PC samples are 

located mostly in the lattice, whereas the SSR and hydrothermal samples have Rh located in the 

lattice as Rh4+ and on the surface as nanoparticles, either as an oxide (before annealing) or metal 

particle (after annealing).  Moreover, annealing the samples did not cause any significant 

changes in the binding energies of the Sr, Ti, or O from the literature reported values for SrTiO3.  

The robustness of the PC sample was also confirmed by the consistency observed in the XRD 

patterns (not shown) for samples of varying Rh concentrations and for the 1 mol% samples 

calcined at different temperatures.148   

 In addition to the 1 mol% PC sample, a complete series of XPS spectra were taken for the 

0.7 and 5.0 mol% samples as well.  Their peak positions and assignments are detailed in Table 

6.1.  All binding energies for each sample were consistent with each other and are also in good 

agreement with the literature values for SrTiO3 and Rh oxide (RhO2).
149-151  It should be noted 

that in general the Rh 3d peak widths (FWHM) for the PC samples were wider (~1 eV) than 

those for the SSR and hydrothermal samples, however, spectra of the PC samples could only be 

fit by a single 3d doublet.  This result is consistent with the earlier assignment that the Rh4+ 

species in the PC samples is located in the lattice. 

 The observation of Rh4+ in all the samples is consistent with the expectation that Rh4+ 

would most readily substitute for Ti4+ based on both charge balance and the similarity in cation 
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size.  The relative elemental concentrations obtained from the XPS data for the PC samples, 

however, actually show that the Sr2+ abundance changes with the Rh substitution, whereas the 

Ti4+ abundance is roughly constant (Table 6.2).  The calculated stoichiometries were determined 

using the corrected peak areas and by fixing the value of oxygen to 3.  Due to the limited escape 

depth of the electrons sampled by XPS (~1.5 nm), it is believed that these calculated ratios are 

more representative of the surface and less so of the bulk material.  It is well known that SrTiO3 

surfaces can be SrO or TiO2 terminated or a mixture of both, depending on preparation method 

and post synthesis treatments.152  This is more clearly seen in the overall stoichiometry of the Rh 

doped PC samples, which suggest that the 0.7 and 1.0 mol% samples are Sr rich while the 5.0 

mol % is Sr deficient.  These compositions are believed to be indicative of the surface and not 

the bulk, since such large changes in the stoichiometry should have resulted in more significant 

changes in the XRD patterns (not shown) which are more bulk sensitive.148 

 Shen et. al conducted photocatalytic tests of the PC, SSR, and hydrothermal 1 mol% 

(most active concentration), using an aqueous solution of 20 vol% methanol and a 300 W Xe 

lamp equipped with UV and IR filters.  Their testing showed that the sample prepared by the PC 

method had the highest overall amount of hydrogen evolved both with and without the addition 

of a Pt co-catalyst.  This is in good agreement with the presence and stability of the Rh4+ that is 

found predominately in the lattice of the PC samples rather than the SSR and hydrothermal 

samples that had Rh in the lattice and on the surface.  The latter species is likely to play no role 

in altering the band gap of SrTiO3.  The presence of Rh4+ in the lattice is in good agreement with 

what has been seen and theorized previously for SrTiO3:Rh photocatalysts.57, 144-147 
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5.4 Summary 

 This is the first XPS investigation of Rh doped SrTiO3 samples produced by three 

different methods.  The XPS results showed that Rh doping of SrTiO3 using the PC method 

results in the substitution incorporation of Rh4+ cations in the lattice.  Stoichiometry calculations 

based on the XPS areas, show that on the surface (XPS escape depth of ~1.5 nm), Rh seems to be 

substituting for the Sr atoms; however, this is most likely only a surface feature as there are no 

noticeable changes in the XRD patterns for the varying concentrations of Rh.  By comparison Rh 

is present both in the lattice and on the surface of the samples produced via the SSR and 

hydrothermal methods.  The presence of Rh on the surface as nanoparticles will have no effect 

on altering the SrTiO3 band gap to enhance its ability to adsorb visible light.  The uniformity of 

the Rh4+ in the lattice for the sample synthesized by the PC method is one of the key 

characteristics for the enhanced visible light induced photocatalytic activity.  This study shows 

that the combination of surface science techniques (i.e. XPS) with ex situ reactivity 

measurements can be a powerful approach for understanding and improving catalyst preparation 

and performance.  
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Figure 5.1: Relationship between the band structure of (a) SrTiO3 and (b) SrTiO3:Rh and the 

redox potentials for water splitting. 
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Figure 5.2: Proposed visible light response for SrTiO3:Rh 
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Figure 5.3:  Fitted (a) Sr 3d, (b) Ti 2p, (c) O 1s XPS spectra of the as prepared SrTiO3:Rh (1 

mol%) produced by the PC method.  Black squares are the original data, black line is the overall 

fit, red line is the Sr2+, Ti4+, and lattice oxygen fits (respectively), and blue line is -OH fit.  

Spectra are representative of the sample synthesized by the SSR and hydrothermal methods.  
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Figure 5.4:  Fitted Rh 3d XPS spectrum of the as prepared SrTiO3:Rh (1 mol%) produced by the 

PC method.  Black squares are the original data, black line is the overall fit and red line is the 

Rh4+ fits. 
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Figure 5.5:  Fitted Rh 3d XPS spectra of the as prepared SrTiO3:Rh (1 mol%) produced by (a) 

SSR method and (b) hydrothermal method.  Black squares are the original data, black line is the 

overall fit, red line is the Rh4+ fits, and blue line is the Rh0 fit 

(a) 

(b) 

SSR Method 

Hydrothermal 
Method 
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Figure 5.6:  Fitted Rh 3d XPS spectra of SrTiO3:Rh (1 mol%) samples prepared by (a) 

hydrothermal method (cyan squares), (b) SSR method (red squares), and (c) PC method (black 

squares) after a 30 min anneal at 850 K.  The black lines are the overall fits, the green lines are 

the Rh4+ fits, and the blue lines are the Rh0 fits. 
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Sample Exp. BE (eV) Assignment Adjusted  Area 
SrTiO 3:Rh (0.7 mol %)    
Rh 309.0 Rh(4+)O2  197.41 (3d5/2) 
Sr 132.5 Sr(2+)TiO3  10493.70 (3d) 
Ti 458.2 SrTi(4+)O3 6664.72 (2p3/2) 
O1 529.5 SrTiO3(

2+) 22297.20 (1s) 
O2 531.9 OH  5619.40(1s) 
SrTiO 3:Rh (1 mol %)    
Rh 309.3 Rh(4+)O2 248.33 (3d5/2) 
Sr 132.3 Sr(2+)TiO3 12185.20 (3d) 
Ti 458.1 SrTi(4+)O3  7769.77 (2p3/2) 
O1 529.5 SrTiO3 (2+) 25074.10 (1s) 
O2 531.8 OH  7875.03 (1s) 
SrTiO 3:Rh (5 mol %)    
Rh 309.3 Rh(4+)O2  546.99 (3d5/2) 
Sr 132.4 Sr(2+)TiO3  5733.57 (3d) 
Ti 458.0 SrTi(4+)O3  7092.11 (2p3/2) 
O1 529.5 SrTiO3 (2+) 22042.70 (1s) 
O2 531.2 OH 2977.10 (1s) 

 

Table 5.1: Summary of binding energies, assignments, and calculated areas of each atomic 

species for SrTiO3 : Rh (0.7, 1, 5 mol %) prepared by the PC method 
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a Mole percent of Rh precursor  

Table 5.2: Summary of compositional ratios determined using the fitted XPS peak areas 

corrected for elemental sensitivity factors.  Calculated stoichiometries was determined using the 

corrected peak areas and by fixing the value of oxygen to 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

%Rha Rh/O Ti/O Sr/O Sr/Ti Rh/Ti Rh/Sr Calculated 
Stoichiometry 

Rh : Sr : Ti : O 

0.07 0.01 0.30 0.47 1.6 0.03 0.02 0.03 : 1.4 : 0.9 : 3.0 

1.0 0.01 0.31 0.49 1.6 0.03 0.02 0.03 : 1.5 : 0.9 : 3.0 

5.0 0.03 0.32 0.26 0.8 0.08 0.09 0.07 : 0.8 : 1.0 : 3.0 
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Chapter 6 

6. The Surface Composition and Water Interactions of Various 

Lanthanum Titanate Perovskite Photocatalysts  

This work is to be published 

6.1 Introduction 

 The WGS reaction is not the only way to produce clean hydrogen.  Water can also be 

photocatalytically split into its base components of hydrogen and oxygen.  This process has two 

major advantages over other hydrogen production schemes; it consumes no fossil fuels and also 

does not emit any form of greenhouse gas.  Photocatalytic water splitting also has the advantage 

of using the most abundant resource on the planet; H2O, which covers ~70% of the Earth’s 

surface.  Also, if the end products are utilized properly, this H2 generation process can be 

completely renewable. Using light to create energy has been something Mother Nature has been 

doing since the first organism used chlorophyll to adsorb sunlight and convert carbohydrates into 

chemical energy.  However, photochemical water splitting only requires water and light to 

produce useable energy.  To date, oxides39, 49, 52, 56, oxysulfides49, and oxynitrides53, 153-155 have 

shown promise for use in photocatalytic water splitting. 

   Over fifty years ago, Honda and Fujishima, found that a TiO2 electrode coupled to a 

platinum black electrode can facilitate the photoinduced splitting of water.48  The authors found 

that when the TiO2 electrode was irradiated, current flowed to the platinum electrode from the 

TiO2 electrode.  This electron flow (current) indicates that water is oxidized to form oxygen and 

hydrogen ions at the TiO2 surface, while the hydrogen ions are reduced to form H2 at the 

platinum surface.  A recent review of the surface science studies conducted on TiO2 as a 

photocatalyst39 contains over 1500 references since the initial discovery by Honda and 
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Fujishima.48  This review highlights the various forms of TiO2 (i.e. anatase and rutile) and their 

interactions with numerous adsorbates. More importantly, the insight gained from the molecular 

understating of bulk phenomenon (such as photon adsorption) and how they relate to surface 

events.   The additions of metal co-catalysts (Pt, Au, Ag, Pd, Rh, and Cu) have also been 

extensively studied.  Though each has it own unique features for specific reactions, they all 

promote charge carrier separation, with electrons accumulating on the metal and holes on the 

oxide.39   

 As stated above, TiO2 based systems have been studied for over fifty years; 

unfortunately, due to its large band gap, ~3.1 eV, it is only an active photocatalyst under 

ultraviolet light.  In order to utilize more of the solar spectrum, the band gap needs to be 

decreased so that visible light, which constitutes the bulk of the available solar spectrum, can be 

used to initiate electron-hole pair formation (Figure 5.1).  This process is vital for photocatalysis.  

Cation or anion doping can create compounds that contain new states near the valence or 

conduction band of a semiconductor.  Materials possessing a layered perovskite structure have 

also been shown to be promising as water splitting photocatalysts.   Domen and co-workers were 

some of the first to show that niobates with potassium or rubidium (LnxNb6O7, Ln = K, Rb) to be 

effective water splitting catalysts.156-158  Though these systems showed activity, the addition of 

nickel into the layers allowed for the stoichiometric evolution of H2 and O2. 

 Lanthanum titanates are another class of layered perovskites, which have a surface 

structure of (110).159, 160  There are of particular interest in the work presented here and have 

been shown to photo-decompose organics51, 161 and show high water splitting activity.49, 58, 59, 162-

164  Domen and co-workers have shown that TiO2 powders co-doped with La and N can be 

effective photocatalysts under visible light for the complete decomposition of acetaldehyde to 
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CO2.
161  It was found that the addition of the La limited the creation of Ti3+ and other lattice 

defects, while the N doping added additional electronic states into the band gap to allow for the 

adsorption of visible light.  The photo-decomposition of oxalic acid, a very common industrial 

pollutant, has been achieved using a lanthanum and iodine doped TiO2 powder.51  The I- doping 

exhibited similar behavior to N3- doping and allowed the band gap to be shifted into the visible 

region.  In this experiment the La did not incorporate into the lattice but formed La2O3 particles 

on the surface.  These particles are believed to play a role in suppressing recombination of 

electron hole pairs.  This is a vital characteristic to any “good” photocatalysts because charge 

carrier separation is what allows for efficient production of H2 (electrons) and O2 (holes).  

 Lanthanum titanate powder, La2Ti2O7, has been studied as a photocatalyst for water 

splitting.58, 59  Like most (110) layered perovskites, La2Ti2O7 exhibits an extremely low rate of H2 

evolution.  However, the addition of a NiOx particle co-catalyst greatly enhanced the sample’s 

ability to split water under UV irradiation.  The authors found that 1 wt% NiOx supported on 

La2Ti2O7 produced H2 at a rate nearly two orders of magnitude greater than TiO2 and SrTiO3.  

They attribute this enhancement to longer lived electron hole pairs that exist as a result of the 

natural layering of the perovskite sample and the efficient electron hole separation between the 

perovskite and NiOx.  The authors also found that the reduction of water takes place on the NiOx 

particles and oxidation takes place on the surface of the perovskite, further emphasizing the roles 

the particles and the perovskite play in this process. 

 Oxynitrides, created from layered (110) perovskites, are another class of photocatalysts 

that have gained interest in recent years due to their ability to split water under visible light.53, 154, 

155, 165  In addition to catalytic activity, oxynitrides have been found to be stable in various 

chemical environments, including acids, and also at high temperatures in air.  These unique 
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characteristics make them even more promising as possible photocatalysts.155  Domen and co-

workers have conducted several experiments regarding the preparation and resulting 

photocatalytic performance of LaTiO2N.   Using DFT, they found that the valence band was 

made of mainly N 2p orbitals, rather than O 2p orbitals of traditional oxides (i.e. TiO2 or 

SrTiO3).
165  This change in the composition of the valence band structure lowers the band gap 

from ~3.8 eV (La2Ti2O7)
164 to ~2.2 eV allowing the use of visible light to excite electrons to the 

conduction band.  Furthermore, the band positions are such that both half reactions are 

possible.53  The addition of a co-catalyst (TiO2 or IrO2) was found to greatly enhance the 

photocatalytic activity of the oxynitrides.  

 To date, this is the first surface science experiment to investigate the surface atomic 

composition and water interactions of single crystals of La2Ti2O7 (2-2-7), La5Ti5O17 (5-5-17) and 

a nitrided 2-2-7 crystal, which produced a film with an overall stoichiometry of LaTiO2N.  AES 

and XPS were used to determine surface composition.  The 2-2-7 and 5-5-17 crystals were found 

to have compositions similar to the proposed stoichometry.  On the other hand, the nitrided 2-2-7 

exhibited stoichometry and oxidation states that were not consistent with the expected LaTiO2N.  

TPD was employed to investigate these systems’ interaction with water.  These experiments have 

revealed that despite the high activity of the powder catalyst equivalents, water only binds 

molecularly and only to slightly above room temperature.  A UV diode (365 nm) was used to try 

and induce electron-hole pairs to facilitate the dissociation of water.     

6.2 Experimental 

 Experiments in this chapter were conducted in the UHV chamber detailed in section 2.1 

using TPD, AES, and XPS techniques detailed in section 2.2 of this dissertation.  Only 

experimental specific details will be given here.  This work was part of a collaboration with Dr. 
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Limin Wang, Dr. Polina Burminstrova, and Prof. Peter Khalifah (Stony Brook University) from 

whom the samples were received.  The 2-2-7 and 5-5-17 crystals were grown using a floating 

zone furnace.  First, La2O3 and TiO2 powders were mixed in a stoichiometric ratio and calcined 

at 1300°C to produce 2-2-7 powder.  The powder was then pressed into a rod with a diameter of 

~5 mm and sintered at 1300°C for 24 hours in air.  Finally, the rod was placed in the floating 

zone furnace where four high intensity lamps were focused into a spot size of ~4 mm, forming a 

melting zone with a temperature in excess of 1800°C.  The 2-2-7 and 5-5-17 crystals were grown 

in pure oxygen and a reducing (Ar/H2 = 98:2) atmosphere, respectively.  The molten rod then 

crystallizes as it cools to form the native crystal.  The resulting cylindrical crystals were then 

cleaved along the growth axis using a razor blade guillotine, which applies even force across the 

width of the entire blade.  The cleaved crystals were then cut to fit within the sample holder 

(Figure 2.2).  The side in contact with the Mo plate was polished using a water cooled counter 

rotating polishing machine equipped with 1500 grit sandpaper.  This was done to ensure optimal 

contact between the crystal and gold foil to promote thermal conduction.  It also ensured that 

when the Mo mounting clips were tightened, pressure was applied across the whole surface and 

not to a point, which could cause the crystal to break.  A 2-2-7 crystal was nitrided by 

ammonolysis to produce a LaTiO2N film (~1 micron), here after referred to as nitrided 2-2-7.  

Ammonolysis was achieved by heating the 2-2-7 crystal in a tube furnace to 900°C for 120 

minutes under an 80 ml/min NH3 flow.   

 The samples were studied using temperature programmed desorption to investigate their 

interaction with water.  D2O (m/e = 20; Sigma Aldrich) was used to avoid interference from 

background H2O (m/e = 18) in the vacuum chamber and was subjected to 3 freeze-thaw cycles to 

remove any dissolved gases.  The samples were also irradiated using a UV diode (365nm, 
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Prizmatix), before and after dosing, attached to the chamber via a UV/Vis SMA feedthrough 

(Accu-Glass).  The vacuum side of the feedthrough was equipped with a collimator (Accu-Glass) 

to focus the light to a spot size of ~12 mm diameter, which was large enough to completely 

cover the sample. 

 Auger electron spectroscopy was employed to monitor crystal cleanliness and determine 

surface composition.  The experiments were carried out with an incident energy of 1.5 keV, 

which excited the La (NOO, 83 eV), Ti (LMM, 390 eV), and O (KLL, 510 eV) Auger 

transitions.78  The surface concentrations of La, Ti, and O atoms were determined by comparing 

the Auger signal intensities corrected for their relative sensitivity factors: 1.4501 (La), 1.2155 

(Ti), and 1.2571 (O) as per equation 2.2.66  AES experiments were not conducted on the nitrided 

sample due to the overlap of the N (KLL, 389) and Ti (LMM, 390) transitions and the absence of 

other characteristic transitions over the energy range that we could investigate. 

 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was employed to investigate the oxidation states of the 

species present.  Elemental specific spectra (La 3d, Ti 2p, O 1s, and N 1s) were taken at an 

analyzer pass energy of 35 eV, a step size of 0.2 eV, and a dwell time of 0.5 seconds.  Each 

spectral region was signal averaged for 5 scans.  The O 1s peak of 529.8 eV, which gave similar 

results when compared to adjusting the energy scale to adventitious C (285.0 eV),  was used to 

calibrate the energy scale to which all measured binding energies were adjusted due to its better 

signal to noise ratio.10   The fits were allowed to optimize without constraints as long as a 

reasonable FWHM (below ~3 eV) and goodness of fit were obtained.  In cases where a FWHM 

greater than 3 eV occurred, widths and/or known peak separations were fixed to one another, 

until an acceptable fit was achieved.  The surface concentrations of La, Ti, O, and N atoms were 
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determined by comparing the area of the fitted peaks corrected for their relative sensitivity 

factors: 6.7 (La 3d5/2), 1.1 (Ti 2p3/2), 0.63 (O 1s), and 0.38 (N 1s) as per equation 2.2.67  

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Surface Composition using AES and XPS 

  The smoothed and differentiated AES spectrum of La5Ti5O17 (Figure 6.2), which was 

identical to that of the La2Ti2O7 crystal, shows a surface that is lanthanum rich and oxygen 

deficient.  After adjusting for the elemental sensitivity and normalizing to La, it was found that 

there is ~2.25x more La than Ti and approximately equal amounts of La and oxygen, resulting in 

an experimental stoichiometry of 1:0.45:1.38 (Table 6.1).  This is contrary to the expected 

1:1:3.5 stoichiometry.  Though AES is a global representation of the surface it does not 

necessarily represent the bulk of the surface due to the electron escape depth of ~5 Å, which is 

equivalent to about 3 atomic layers for this system.164  It is also known that the after ~2 Å, the 

electron signal is attenuated by 30-50%, depending on its elemental origin.166  These factors 

suggest that the surface may be La rich but not necessarily the bulk.  Again, AES was not carried 

out on the nitrided 2-2-7 sample due to the overlap of the N and Ti observable Auger electrons. 

 Figure 6.3 shows the XPS spectra for (a) La 3d, (b) Ti 2p, and (c) O1s of 2-2-7, which are 

identical to those the 5-5-17 crystal.  The La 3d spectrum is made up of 2 distinct doublets, the 

3d5/2, 3d3/2 and their corresponding satellites.  These lower binding energy satellites have been 

seen previously;167 and have the same 16.7 eV spin-orbit splitting, further proving their 

assignment.  The peak position of the 3d5/2 at 834.1 eV is consistent with the La3+ oxidation state, 

which is expected and has been seen previously.51  The La 3d spectrum also contains 2 additional 

satellites.  One appears as a shoulder at 847.2 eV and the other as a defined peak at 864.9 eV and 

are due to the La (MNN) Auger transitions.168  
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  The Ti 2p region (Fig. 6.3b) shows a single doublet with the 2p3/2 peak located at 

458.6 eV, which is consistent with Ti4+ and which is the expected oxidation state for these 

compounds.153, 169 Figure 6.3c shows the O 1s XPS spectrum and contains two features.  The 

major component located at 529.8 eV is assigned to lattice O-atoms.51, 153  The second, the minor 

component located at 531.9 eV, is consistent with adsorbed water (from the background) on the 

surface.120  Unlike AES, which is more surface sensitive, the calculated stoichometry via XPS is 

1:1:3.8 (Table 6.1), which is in good agreement with the expected 1:1:3.4.  This difference in 

calculated stoichiometry is due to the ability of the electrons created during XPS to escape from 

~2.5 nm rather than the ~0.5 nm for AES, thus providing a representation of the bulk compared 

to the surface.166  This proves that that what is seen in the AES calculations is the result of a La 

rich surface termination. 

 The nitrided 2-2-7 sample showed similar La 3d and O 1s spectra as those seen in Figure 

6.3 and thus will not be discussed further.  Figure 6.4a shows the N 1s XPS spectrum, which 

consists of a single peak at 395.6 eV and is assigned to nitrogen bound to titanium as N3-. 153  No 

other nitrogen species, e.g., molecular N2, were present over the range investigated, which 

covered a larger energy region than that shown in Figure 5.4a.  Though the La 3d and O 1s 

spectra were nearly identical compared to the parent 2-2-7, the Ti 2p (Figure 6.4b) was very 

different.  Titanium is present as both Ti3+ and Ti4+ in the sample as evidenced by the asymmetry 

in the peaks and the position of the fitted Ti 2p3/2 peaks at 457.1 eV and 458.8 eV, 

respectively.153  This is not unexpected since the ammonolysis results in an O2- species being 

replaced by N3-, and this change in charge is mostly likely balanced by a Ti reduction from 4+ to 

3+.  Here a Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio of ~3.8 was calculated using the area of their respective XPS peaks.  

However, this ratio does not agree with what had been seen previously.153  Masuda and co-
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worker found that their nitrided 2-2-7 system is comprised of either equal amounts of Ti4+ and 

Ti3+ or an excess of Ti4+ with increasing nitrogen content as seen by XPS.  They attributed this to 

a difference in anion electronegativity, resulting in a more ionic bond between Ti and O than Ti 

and N.  Thus O-atoms pull more electrons from the Ti than N-atoms and this effect is greater 

than the difference in the anion’s oxidation state, i.e., O2- and N3-.  It should be noted that their 

lowest O/N ratio is ~7 which is ~2 times greater than our calculated ratio of ~3.4.  This 

difference in O to N content could make the anion’s oxidation state a more important factor than 

its electronegativity, resulting in more Ti3+ than Ti4+.  

 It has already been shown that the sample is O rich due to the O/N ratio, however, a 

calculated stoichiometry of 1:0.94:2.09:1 (Table 6.1) is obtained and it is apparent that the other 

components are close to the projected LaTiO2N stoichiometry.  A previous study has shown that 

annealing TiN in an O2 atmosphere at temperatures in excess of 550 K will result in a change 

from TiN to TiON to TiO2.
170  Efforts were taken to replicate these results and produce an O/N 

ratio similar to those seen previously, ~7,153 by annealing the sample at 800 K in a background of 

2 x 10-6 Torr O2.  The reported change from TiON to TiO2 should shift the Ti3+/Ti4+ closer to 1.  

However, as can be seen in Figure 6.5 only a minor initial increase was seen in the O/N ratio and 

it never approached the previously reported values of >6; this treatment also resulted in a 

Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio (~3) that was constant over the time investigated.  This resiliency to undergo 

change may be due to the relatively low pressure of O2, when compared to atmosphere, but more 

importantly could be an indication of the robustness of the surface, a desirable characteristic of a 

commercial catalyst.  
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6.3.2 D2O TPD from La2Ti2O7, La5Ti5O17, and Nitrided La2Ti2O7 

 Figure 6.6 shows the TPD spectra of D2O coverage dependence on (a) La2Ti2O7, (b) 

La5Ti5O17, and (c) nitrided La2Ti2O7.  The 2-2-7 and 5-5-17 single crystals have very similar 

TPD profiles, with a single feature appearing at 315 K and 260 K, respectively, for the lowest 

D2O dose.  As water coverage increases, these features increase in intensity and shift to lower 

temperature, 250 K and 230 K, which is indicative of the repulsive interactions between water 

molecules.  Even though these features shift to lower temperature they still extend to ~325 K.  

These higher temperature features are assigned to desorption of chemisorbed water.  Before these 

higher temperature features saturates, a new feature appears at 200 K for both surfaces.  The 

peaks for a saturated dose for both the 2-2-7 and 5-5-17 are similar to those seen on the fully 

oxidized surfaces of TiO2 (110)70, 79 and TiO2 terminated SrTiO3 (100)171 surfaces, where the low 

temperature peak can be attributed to a second layer of water that is hydrogen bonded to the 

chemisorbed layer or a simple physisorbed layer.  The most important aspect of the TPD profiles 

is that there is no observed peak above 350 K, which is characteristic of dissociated water.  This 

thermally induced dissociation is attributed to water interacting with oxygen vacancies and is 

seen at ~500 K on reduced TiO2 (110)71 and at ~700 K on CeO2.
104  

 Figure 6.6c shows the D2O coverage dependence TPD for nitrided 2-2-7.  It is similar to 

those seen for its parent crystal (2-2-7) and the 5-5-17, both described above.  However, there are 

3 different aspects to the adsorption/desorption of water from its surface.  First, even at the 

lowest coverage in which a measurable signal was obtained, there is the presence of 2 features, 

rather than one.  The high temperature peak starts at an even lower temperature of 240 K and 

shifts to 205 K at saturation.  This peak is 25 – 45 K lower than that for the single crystal 

surfaces; however; it is still assigned to molecularly chemisorbed state.  This is due to the fact 
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that the peak saturates and exhibits a shift to lower temperature as seen on the 2-2-7 and 5-5-17 

single crystals.  Furthermore, this peaks desorption temperature occurs at a similar temperature 

to chemisorbed peaks for TiO2
70, 79 and SrTiO3.

171  The low temperature peak, which is always 

present and is less intense than the high temperature peak, initially appears at a temperature of 

180 K and shifts to 155 K.  This peak also saturates at the same dose as the high temperature 

peak and is assigned to a second layer of hydrogen bonded water.  The lack of an apparent 

physisorbed layer may be a result of the dosing temperature, 107 K, being higher than the 

desorption temperature of physisorbed water on this surface. 

 Though the desorption temperatures for each of these lanthanum titanate samples are 

different, they are all in within the same general temperature range and thus originate from water 

bound to the surface in similar manner.  The higher temperature is likely due to water directly 

bound to either the La or Ti atoms on the surface or just below the bridging oxygen.  The lower 

temperature peak than likely results from a second “ice” layer hydrogen bonded to this 

chemisorbed layer.79   

 Attempts to create O-vacancies by high temperature annealing and light sputtering, 

known to induce vacancies71, proved to be unsuccessful.  It is know that O vacancies have the 

ability to decompose water to form OH groups,70, 79, 120 which may have been a precursor to 

complete water splitting.  The resultant TPD profiles (not shown) did not show a presence of a 

peak at temperatures greater than 350 K and looked nearly identical to the native samples, with 

only a minor loss in signal to the chemisorbed peak on the sputtered surfaces.  That loss in signal 

is most likely due to an altering of the surface composition and morphology due to the 

differences in weight of Ti and La, since lighter elements are preferentially sputtered.    
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 The appearance of a recombination peak in the TPD spectra for the 2-2-7, 5-5-17, and 

nitrided 2-2-7 samples were also studied via exposure to UV irradiation (365 nm) both before 

and after D2O dosing.  UV exposure times up to 10 minutes resulted in no change to the 

subsequent TPD spectra.  This method has been useful in determining the products of 

photoinduced reactions.79, 172  The lack of a recombination peak does not mean these systems are 

ineffective as a water splitting catalyst, just that our conditions, i.e. diode power, water exposure, 

and catalyst surface area, are not optimal for studying water splitting over these systems.79    

6.4 Summary 

 The interaction of water (D2O) with La2Ti2O7, La5Ti5O17, and nitrided La2Ti2O7 was 

investigated.  All three samples were found to physisorb and chemisorb molecular water, the 

latter of which remained on the surface in excess of 300 K.  Attempts to induce oxygen 

vacancies to facilitate water dissociation proved to be ineffective.  As a result, it is unlikely that 

thermally dissociated water plays a role in the water splitting reaction seen previously on these 

perovskite surfaces.  Photo induced dissociation of water was also investigated under UHV 

conditions with the use of a UV diode.  Post UV TPDs revealed no change in the interaction of 

water with these surfaces.  However, lack of a change does not mean these systems are 

ineffective as a water splitting catalyst, just that our conditions, i.e. diode power, water exposure, 

and catalyst surface area, are not optimal for water splitting to occur.   

 Additionally AES and XPS analysis was conducted on the surface.  AES showed that the 

2-2-7 and 5-5-17 crystal surface are La rich, compared to the bulk, which XPS proved to have a 

composition similar to the expected stoichiometry.  The structure of the nitrided 2-2-7 sample 

proved to be oxygen rich, throughout the depths probed by XPS.  Despite the excess oxygen, the 

Ti 2p spectrum showed a system that was highly reduced.  The presence of nitrogen seems to 
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produce a sample made up of layers of La2O3, TiO2, and TiN, rather than layers of La2O3 and 

TiO2-xNx.  Efforts to further alter the sample’s stoichiometry, via high temperature oxygen 

annealing, resulted in no changes to the electronic structure of the sample or its interaction with 

water.  This is further evidence that ammonolysis produces a robust TiN layer that is resistant to 

oxidation.  Currently, depth profiling experiments are being conducted on the nitrided 2-2-7 

sample.  This achieved by sputtering the surface with Ar+ ions, with XPS taken after each 

treatment.  Initial results are indicating that the sample is consistent through out.   
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Figure 6.1:  Relationship between the band structure of TiO2 and the redox potentials for water 

splitting.  
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Figure 6.2: Smoothed and differentiated AES spectrum of La5Ti5O17.  Peaks of interest are 

located at 83 eV (La, NOO), 390 (Ti, MNN), and 510 (O, KLL). 
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Figure 6.3:  XPS spectra of (a) La 3d: red line is La3+ fit, the green line is satellite fit, and the 

peaks that are not fitted are due to La (MNN) Auger lines, (b) Ti 2p:  red line is Ti4+ fit. (c) O 1s: 

red line is lattice oxygen and blue is OH fit for La2Ti2O7.  In all spectra squares are raw data and 

the black line represents the overall fit.   
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Figure 6.4: XPS spectra of (a) N 1s and (b) Ti 2p: red line is Ti3+ fit and green line is Ti4+ fit. In 

all spectra the squares are raw data and the black line represents the overall fit.   
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Figure 6.5:  Effect of annealing in a background of O2 (2.0 x 10-6 Torr) on the O/N and Ti3+/Ti4+ 

ratios.  Black squares are the Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio and the red triangles are the 
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Figure 6.6: TPD spectra of D2O coverage dependence adsorbed on (a) La2Ti2O7, (b) La5Ti5O17, 

and (c) nitrided La2Ti2O7.  Doses and intensities cannot be compared from sample to sample 

because the doser is not calibrated and spectra were taken under different QMS settings. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

2-2-7 5-5-17 

Nitrided 2-2-7 
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Sample 
Expected 

Stoichiometry 

Calculated 
Stoichiometry via 

AES 

Calculated 
Stoichiometry via 

XPS 

2-2-7 LaTiO3.5 LaTi0.45O1.38 LaTiO3.8 

5-5-17 LaTiO3.4 LaTi0.45O1.38 LaTiO3.8 

Nitrided 2-2-7 LaTiO2N N/A LaTi0.94O2.09N1 

 

Table 6.1:  Summary of the stoichiometry of the various lanthanum titanates.  Calculated 

stoichiometries were determined using the corrected peak areas and by fixing the value of 

lanthanum to 1. 
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